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NOTE FROM THE SECRETARY GENERAL

The Global Tiger Forum jointly organized an International Field Experience (IFE)
programme with Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University (V-Tech) of USA, as a
part of an International MoU, under the project: on ‘Cross-sector assessment of
sustainable livelihood programs in the western Terai-Arc Tiger Conservation Landscape
(Rajaji-Corbett), Uttarakhand, India’ from 4th to 14th of January 2015. The purpose of
the IFE was to investigate the challenges and opportunities in bridging multiple sustainable
development components into a common agenda. Eight students from the said University
participated in this programme and were exposed to conservation activities of government
agencies, non government organizations, Research Institutes to safeguard tiger, its prey and
the habitat in a human dominated landscape. 

The Global Tiger Forum co-organized a symposium: “Towards Zero Poaching in Asia” at
Kathmandu, Nepal from 2nd to 6th February, 2015 with the Ministry of Forests and Soil
Conservation, Government of Nepal, World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF), National Trust
for Nature Conservation (NTNC) and South Asia Wildlife Enforcement Network
(SAWEN). The event brought together delegates from tiger range countries, and experts
shared best anti-poaching practices, tools and technologies with the aim of launching a
coordinated Asia-wide push to stop poaching. The Symposium adopted five
recommendations.

The Global Tiger Forum and International Fund for Animal Welfare/Wildlife Trust of India
jointly organized a “Tiger Watch programme” in India from 1st March to 10th March,
2015. This programme was jointly initiated by International Fund for Animal Welfare
(IFAW) and its regional partner Wildlife Trust of India (WTI) with the Global Tiger Forum
(GTF) in 2005 to motivate the frontline Wildlife Inspectors of the Russian Federation, for
whom viewing a wild tiger is difficult under harsh climatic conditions. This year’s orientation
programme was spread over 10 days and two Inspectors from the Russian Federation, Mr
Ivan Khobotnev and Mr Sergei Roslovetc and were exposed to field experience on tiger
conservation and in-house interactions with many Indian experts/managers involved in tiger
conservation. A Wildlife Monitoring Protocol in Russian language was prepared and
provided to the Russian Inspectors.

The GTF Mission visited Myanmar from 28 to 30 May, 2015 and discussed a proposal on
‘Regional Capacity Building in landscape Valuation in Myanmar’ which was finalized for
further processing to obtain funding support. 

The GTF Mission also visited Cambodia from 31 May to 2 June, 2015 and discussed a
project proposal for ‘Regional Capacity Building in Landscape Restoration’. There was an
agreement on the said proposal, which would benefit implementation of the Cambodian
Tiger Action Plan.

In view of the World Bank’s decision to pull out of the GTI, a new architecture has emerged,
which has been agreed in principle by TRCs and partners. The GTF has got the mandate to
function as an implementing arm of the new GTI Council for dealing with the tiger agenda.
The GTF has revamped itself for this challenging task based on an action plan to strengthen
itself. A draft strategy to carry forward the GTRP is also in process.
It is our hope and endeavour that these efforts would strengthen wild tiger conservation in
Tiger Range Countries.

Dr. RAJESH GOPAL
Secretary General 
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A symposium, Towards Zero Poaching in Asia was held in
Kathmandu, Nepal on 2nd - 6th February 2015.

This five-day anti-poaching symposium was hosted by the
Ministry of Forests and Soil Conservation of Nepal. It was co-
hosted by World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF), Global Tiger
Forum (GTF), National Trust for Nature Conservation (NTNC)
and South Asia Wildlife Enforcement Network (SAWEN)

This event had brought together global anti-poaching experts and
delegates from countries like Bangladesh, Bhutan, China,
Cambodia, India, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, Russia, Thailand and
Vietnam. In this event, experts shared best anti-poaching
practices, tools and technologies with the aim of launching a
coordinated Asia-wide push to stop poaching.

The Symposium: Towards Zero Poaching in Asia adopted five
recommendations:

n Swift and decisive action to elevate the importance and
effectiveness of anti-poaching initiatives and cooperation
among all relevant ministries, departments and agencies within
their borders, while at the same time strengthening
international cooperation in the face of this serious criminal
activity.

n Adoption of the Zero Poaching Tool Kit and assessment of
current anti-poaching responses to determine improvements
and close serious gaps.

n Increase and improve collaboration as a successful anti-
poaching response is critically dependant on effectively
engaging a diverse number of shareholders

n Improve standards, training and support for rangers, other
frontline staff and prosecutors.

n Commit to identifying a Zero Poaching national contact point
to effectively coordinate transboundary efforts to stop
poaching.
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SSyymmppoossiiuumm::  
TToowwaarrddss  ZZeerroo  PPooaacchhiinngg  iinn  AAssiiaa
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NNeeww  AArrcchhiitteeccttuurree  ooff  tthhee  GGTTII  aanndd  
iittss  IImmpplleemmeennttiinngg  AArrmmss

(As agreed 'in principle' by TRCs, Partners and the World Bank)

Following the World Bank's  decision to pull out of
the GTI,  a Task Force, comprising of TRCs and like
minded organisations involved in the GTI, was
constituted for firming up the exit strategy, along with
the new institutional architecture to carry forward the
GTI agenda. After final deliberations in June, 2015, a
new architecture has been agreed upon for the GTI,
comprising of a high level GTI Council for fund raising
and influencing public policy towards conservation,
with two implementing arms, viz. the Global Tiger
Forum (GTF) at New Delhi, assisted by the IUCN, to
carry forward the tiger agenda, along with the GSLEP
at Bishkek for the snow leopard. 

The new architecture of the GTI comprises of the
GTI Council, Chaired by Robert Zoellick, and assisted
by the Council Secretariat, housed at the WRI, and
headed by Keshav  Varma as its Executive Director. The
GTI Council would be supported by two
implementation arms:
(1) The Snow Leopards Conservation Program

(GSLEP), implemented by its Secretariat at Bishkek,
covering twelve range countries.

(2) The GTRP, implemented by the GTF Secretariat at
New Delhi, covering thirteen range countries. The
IUCN has agreed to assist GTF to build capacity to
effectively manage the program.

GTI Council (at WRI)
Chairman: Robert Zoellick

ED: Keshav Varma

GTRP Implementing Arm

GTF Sectt. at New Delhi 

(supported by IUCN)

GTI/GTF focal point

Range Country

GSLEP focal point

GTI/GTF focal point

Range Country

Range Country

GSLEP focal point

GSLEP Sectt. 

(Bishkek)
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FUNCTIONS

o Build high-level awareness of, and support
for, achieving the global goals (“T×2” and
“20 by 2020”), with focus on accelerating
implementation of national programs

o Undertake high-level resource mobilization

o Advocate for global and regional outcomes to
address specific threats

o Convene meetings of high-level champions

o Track program performance and resources
against agreed goals, ministerial agendas, and
KPIs, help prepare and update strategies /
implementation plans / reports

o Convene regular meetings of Range Countries
& partners

o Convene and support technical task forces &
communities of practice on priority themes,
identify and promote technological
innovations

o Strengthen Regional Intergovernmental
Bodies 

o Contribute to resource mobilization and
manage funds

INSTITUTIONS

o Chair: former World Bank President and GTI
Founder Mr. R.B. Zoellick 

o Co-chair: from a Range Country (rotating)

o Executive Director: Mr Keshav Varma ,GTI
Founding Director

o Members: High-level public and private
sector leaders/champions (global and from
range countries, int'l financial institutions,
donors, civil society) serving in their personal
capacity

Proposed total membership: about 15 people

o GTF (with support from IUCN)

o GSLEP Secretariat (reporting to the GSLEP
Steering Committee)

LOCATION

WRI, Washington DC

New Delhi

Bishkek
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NNEEWWSS FFRROOMM  TTIIGGEERR  RRAANNGGEE  CCOOUUNNTTRRIIEESS

BBAANNGGLLAADDEESSHH

Tiger population likely to
fall in Sundarbans: Analysis
The Bangladesh Today

BAGERHAT: Tiger population in
the Sundarbans may fall from the
previous 2004 census, according to
a preliminary analysis of
Bangladesh-India Joint Tiger
Census Project, reports UNB.

Experts from both Bangladesh
and India are currently examining
about 1,500 images and footprints
of big cats taken from the
Sundarbans through camera
trapping.

After analysing the images and
footprints of tigers with Indian
experts for seven days, project
coordinator M Zahidul Kabir
returned home from India on
Thursday.

According the preliminary
findings of the analysis of experts,
Kabir said, the tiger population will
decline in the Sundarbans. "It's
almost clear that the ongoing
census will find less tigers in the
Bangladesh part of the Sundarbans
than the previous ones."

Zahidul Kabir, also divisional
forest officer of the Wildlife
Conservation Circle of the Forest
Department, told UNB that they
are still analysing the footages of the
trap cameras and the pugmarks.

"Earlier, Indian experts also
worked with us here for seven days
to examine the images and
footprints of tigers. We're also
exchanging information with Indian
experts through email."

The forest officer said the
analysis of images and footprints of
tigers is expected to be completed
by this month (June) and the result
of the ongoing tiger census would
be announced in July next.

According to the last tiger
census conducted by the
government in 2004, the
Bangladesh part of the Sundarbans
was a home to 440 tigers. But, the
Forest Department data show that
at least 49 tigers were killed in the
last 14 years (2001-2014) since the
illegal poaching of wildlife and
tiger-human conflict is on the rise
in the Sundarbans, the country's
only natural tiger habitat with a
range of 6,017 square kilometers.

Zahidul Kabir said the ongoing
two-year tiger census project has
been taken under 'Strengthening
Regional Cooperation for Wildlife
Protection in Asia Project' with
financial support from the World
Bank.

In the first phase of the
Bangladesh-India joint tiger census
project, completed in April this year
beginning November 1, 2013, some
89 infrared cameras were used to
capture tigers' movements within a
3,000-sqkm area in the Bangladesh
part of the Sundarbans.

The second phase of the tiger
census project using camera
trapping method began on
November 12, 2014. Besides,
pugmarks had been collected from
Bangladesh part of the Sundarbans
from February 12 to March this
year.

Tigers in focus
By News Editor
Published: 2010-01-25 19:16:33.0
BdST Updated: 2010-01-25
19:16:33.0 BdST

Bangladesh is stepping up
conservation efforts for the
endangered Royal Bengal Tiger
under an action plan that includes
a new census of the Sundarban big
cats, which like other tiger
populations around the world face
tremendous threats from poaching
and habitat loss

Dhaka, Jan 25 (bdnews24.com)
- Bangladesh is stepping up
conservation efforts for the
endangered Royal Bengal Tiger
under an action plan that includes a
new census of the Sundarban big
cats, which like other tiger
populations around the world face
tremendous threats from poaching
and habitat loss.

According to the last census in
2004, the Sundarbans-the largest
unbroken mangrove forest in the
world stretching 6,000 square
kilometres along the coast of
Bangladesh-is home to around 440
Royal Bengals, one of the last
significant tiger populations in the
wild.

"Our tigers have to be protected
for conservation of biodiversity in
the Sundarbans and Bangladesh as a
whole," state minister for forests
Hassan Mahmud said on Monday
as he inaugurated a Tiger
Immobilization Training
Programme at Bon Bhaban, the



forest department headquarters in
the capital.

The forest department, under
its Bangladesh Tiger Action Plan
(BTAP) 2009-2017, is jointly
running the first ever
immobilisation training with
Wildlife Trust of Bangladesh
(WTB) to ensure safe tranquillising
procedures.

The training will help foresters
save tigers intruding into human
localities where either humans or
the tigers are too often killed, said
officials.

Mahmud also said 33 forest
staff had already received training,
for care and management of wild
tigers, under the BTAP launched
last October.

Tiger ranges have decreased by
40 percent over the past decade
alone, and Sundarbans tigers today
occupy less than seven percent of
their original range.

"Massive public awareness has
to be created and forest staff must
be properly trained for successful
conservation efforts," Mahmud
said.

"Nowhere in the world are there
so many tigers in the wild.
Bangladesh has a responsibility to
safeguard them for the world."

The Sundarbans, a UNESCO
World Heritage Site, extends across
India as well as Bangladesh at the
mouth of the Ganges River.

The tigers living in the
mangroves of India and Bangladesh
may represent as many as 10
percent of all the remaining wild
tigers worldwide, say
conservationists.

India has just completed its
census of tigers, from Jan 5-10, over
its 4,000 sq km stretch of the
Sundarbans.

Bangladesh, meanwhile, is also
competing for the Sundarbans to be
included among the 'Seven
Wonders of the Natural World' to
aid global recognition for the
importance of its tiger population
and other wildlife.

As well as tigers, the Sundarbans
is home to more than 50 reptile
species, 120 commercial fish
species, 300 bird species and 45
mammal species.

Swiss-based World Wildlife
Foundation, the world's largest
conservation organisation, has said
in a recent statement the threats
facing the famous Royal Bengal
Tigers highlight the need for 
urgent international action to save
this magnificent Asian big cat and
other iconic species around the
world.

Scientists fear that accelerating
deforestation and rampant poaching
could push Sundarbans tigers to the
same fate as their now-extinct Javan
and Balinese relatives in other parts
of Asia.

A WWF-led study, published
earlier this month, said rising sea
levels also now threaten the Royal
Bengal Tiger's survival.

Forests secretary Mihir Kanti
Majumder, Dhaka University
professor and wildlife expert
Anawarul Islam and John Lewis of
London Zoo spoke among others at
the inauguration of the new
training programme, chaired by
chief forest conservator Abul
Motaleb.

bdnews24.com/mhc/zr/rah/0011h
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JSWNP a hotspot for
wildcat species
APR 18, 2015, KUENSEL
ONLINE

The Jigme Singye Wangchuck
National Park (JSWNP) is now a
hotspot for wildcat species.

A camera trapping exercise that
started in 2010, recorded 12
individual tigers. It is estimated that
between 14-26 live in the park.

A policy brief released by the
Ugyen Wangchuck Institute for
Conservation and Environment
(UWICE) on April 16 aims to
highlight the latest research findings
and provide recommendations on
key environmental issues.

"The policy brief will be a
guidance to the policy makers on
what are the areas that needs to be
emphasised on tiger conservation

efforts," Department of Park
Services (DPS) Director General,
Chencho Norbu, said.

UWICE Director Nawang
Norbu said that similar policy briefs
on other fields, such as forestry, will
also be released as and when the
institute is able to conduct surveys
and studies.

The policy brief states that the
recent camera trappings confirm
that the density of tigers is much
higher than a previous estimate of
two tigers per every 100 square
kilometres at JSWNP.

Two of the tigers were spotted
with two and three cubs each at
different locations.

"Finding of cubs also means
that the tigers are breeding and
thriving within the park area,"
UWICE wildlife biologist Tshering
Tempa said.

JSWNP, which connects with
the Royal Manas national park,
forms an important link between
the Terai regions of Nepal,
northeast India, Myanmar and
South East Asia.

"Given the abundance of the
tigers, JSWNP and the Royal
Manas national park could serve as
a source of tigers within the
region," the policy brief states.

Camera traps also captured
seven other species, such as the
threatened Asiatic golden cat
(Pardofelis temmincki/ Catopuma
temmincki), leopard cat
(Prionailurus bengalenisis), jungle
cat (Felis chaus), marbled cat
(Pardofelis marmorata), common
leopard (Panthera pardus) and
clouded leopard (Neofelis
nebulosa).

No tigers were however caught

BBHHUUTTAANN

A tiger caught on camera at the Jigme Singye Wangchuck National Park
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in the northwestern part of the
park, where incidents of poaching
have been recorded.

"It means that the tigers are
retreating from the places where
there have been records of
poaching," Nawang Norbu said.

The policy brief therefore
recommended institutionalised
patrolling, manning park staff with
GPS technology, binoculars and
advanced communications
equipment.

"Patrols should be initiated in
areas with higher evidences of
poaching at least once a month to
carry out, combined with long-term
research and monitoring of camera
traps," the policy brief states.

UWICE also recommended

systemised anti-poaching stints.
Tshering Tempa said that, since

the increased presence of tigers
would lead to an increased
incidence of livestock loss and
incidents of human wildlife
conflict, anti-poaching activities
must be prioritised. "The policy
makers must therefore increase the
stints of anti-poaching activities to
secure the stable tiger population,"
Tshering Tempa said.

The policy brief also called for
research into why tigers are
avoiding the north-western part of
the park, to derive clues on
developing methods and strategies
to best restore the abandoned
habitats.

A combined estimate of Nu 4.7

million would be required for
supply of equipment and 
patrolling, which is recommended
to be taken up either by the
government or relevant
conservation agencies.

The survey on tigers in the
southern part of the country has
also been completed. Efforts will
now move to the middle and
northern parts of the country.

It is expected that a
comprehensive assessment of tigers
in Bhutan will be completed by
December.

The global population of tigers
stands at a dismal 3,200 currently.
Three of the eight tiger subspecies
have already gone extinct.

By Tempa Wangdi, Bumthang

CCAAMMBBOODDIIAA

New plan submitted to
reintroduce tigers
The Phnom Penh Post, Thu,
22 January 2015

SEAN TEEHAN

Wildlife advocates trying to
reintroduce tigers to Cambodia
recently took further steps,
submitting a proposal to the
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry
and Fisheries (MAFF), and
unofficially approaching other
governments for possible tiger
donations.

Officials from the ministry's
Department of Wildlife and
Biodiversity this month submitted
their Cambodia Tiger Action Plan -
a proposal two years in the making
- to the MAFF and have

unofficially approached countries
with high tiger populations, said
Keo Omaliss, head of the
department.

"We are looking at countries
with high populations of tigers, like
India [and] Malaysia," Omaliss said
yesterday. "More or less, everything
is in the planning."

The New Indian Express
newspaper in Chenna, India,
yesterday reported that officials
from Cambodia had informally
approached India, which recently
reported a 30 per cent increase in
tigers, for possible jungle cat
donations.

Tigers are currently
"functionally extinct" in Cambodia.

The unofficial enquiries from
Cambodia came as proponents of
tiger reintroduction in Cambodia

wait an expected week or two for
the possible approval of the new
plan, Omaliss said.

An ambitious project,
replenishing the world-renowned
species to Cambodia's eastern plains
could reaffirm the nation's
commitment to maintaining its
forests, said Thomas Gray, regional
species director at the Greater
Mekong branch of the conservation
group WWF.

"They can make a statement
that the Cambodian government is
committed to maintaining forest
cover," Gray said yesterday. "There
are now some very clear guidelines
of how to do reintroduction; if
done properly, the chances of
negative outcomes are minuscule."

Environmental NGOs and
conservation supporters continue to
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battle deforestation, which
diminishes habitats for all species.
But, Gray said, the issue has not
reached the level where
reintroduction of the striped
predator could seriously endanger
villagers living in the eastern plains.

Moreover, preliminary results of

a WWF survey taken last June show
that populations of species on
which tigers prey are moving "in
the right direction", Gray said. The
increase of prey population and
infrastructure to reintroduce tigers
to Cambodia would likely take
between five and 10 years, though

such action would require
competent and committed law
enforcement, he added.

"We repeat the surveys every
two years, so I'm confident that in
six, four, maybe even two years'
time the prey" will be populous
enough to support tigers.

Chinese Public Largely In
Favor Of Tiger Trade Ban
Asian Scientist Newsroom |
February 6, 2015

Asian Scientist (Feb. 6, 2015) - A
survey of public attitudes towards
tiger conservation and farming in
China has found that people are in
favor of the existing ban on trade in
tiger products. The results of this

study have been published in the
journal Animal Conservation. The
wild tiger Panthera tigris is
considered critically endangered
and faces unprecedented threats
including habitat loss and
fragmentation, depletion of prey
and continued illegal poaching for
trade of tiger bones for traditional
medicine and skins for
ornamentation and collection. The

survey of 677 citizens and 381
college students in Beijing revealed
that people hold clear positions on
arguments for and against the ban
on tiger trade and were inclined to
support the ban on trading tiger
products. Also, respondents were
more balanced toward arguments
against the use of farmed tigers to
prevent reductions in wild tigers
than arguments in support of it.

CCHHIINNAA  
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"Clearly, the public has a clear
mind about the value of tigers:
tigers belong to the wild and their
ecological, cultural and scientific
values are more important than
their economic value; however,
when the habitat of wild tigers no
longer exists anymore, like in the
case of the South China Tiger,
conservation breeding becomes the
last option of saving the tigers," said
Dr. Jiang Zhigang, co-author of the
study. "When tiger populations in
conservation breeding facilities
increase, some people think
conservation breeding is a kind of
'farming'. How to maintain a
suitable and sustainable population
size of conservation breeding and
how to handle the dead individuals

during breeding are problems that
still remain," he said. The article
can be found at: Liu et al. (2015)
Public Attitude Toward Tiger
Farming and Tiger Conservation in
Beijing, China. 

Source: Wiley; Photo: Emma
Websdale/Flickr/CC. 

Delegates hear of wildlife
successes in Changbai
mountains
Wildlife news, March 11,
2015

National People's Congress deputy
and director of the Changbai
Mountain National Nature Reserve

Administrative Committee, Xie
Zhongyan, has described the
successes of conservation success in
the Changbai Mountain Range
Reserve. Following the ban on
hunting and a crackdown on
poaching wildlife is once again
flourishing in the reserve. "Experts
say that Siberian tigers have
increased in the Changbai
Mountain forest area in Jilin
province to a dozen in recent 
years. More important, they appear
as a family, showing a breeding
trend" he said. "Black bears are
often seen. Populations of red 
deer, spotted deer and wild boars
have increased gradually, and they
can be seen in the reserve
everywhere." 

India, Russia working
actively to save rare wildlife
species
PTI | Feb 6, 2015, 10.53PM
IST

"As for the Russia-India co-operation
in green projects, one of them
addresses the saving of all rare
animals...the aim was to save rare
wildlife which survived and was in
need of protection, including tigers
and leopards," Russian environment
Sergei Donskoi, said.

NEW DELHI: India and Russia are
actively working together for
protection of rare wildlife species,
including tigers and leopards, and a
working group, formed consequent
of the bilateral cooperation signed

over 10 years ago, will soon hold its
next meeting in this regard. 

Russian environment minister
Sergei Donskoi, who is currently on
a visit to India said this on Friday. 

He said that saving rare wildlife
was one of the areas of co-operation
between the two countries. 

"As for the Russia-India co-

operation in green projects, one of
them addresses the saving of all rare
animals...the aim was to save rare
wildlife which survived and was in
need of protection, including tigers
and leopards," he said. 

The agreement on the project
was signed between the two
countries in 1994. 

"A working group on this issue
met in 2013 and now they are
meeting again...So we are actively
working in this direction," he said. 

The Russian minister also said
that the two countries would seek
further areas of co-operation,
including water resources treatment,
environment security and decrease
of dangerous emissions during the
BRIC summit, slated to be held
later this year in Moscow. 

IINNDDIIAA



The Russian government also
welcome the Centre's 'Swach
Bharat Mission' and Russia also had
started a similar campaign for the
Arctic region few years ago. 

"We welcome any attempt of
governments all over the world
which aim that resolution...tackling
of the environmental problems,
because the past environmental
damage...the scale of this damage is
so big, so enormous, the sooner we
start working on this project
actively, the better chances we have,
so we fully welcome this ('Swach
Bharat Mission')," the minister said. 

President Putin had also started
a similar campaign in 2011 about
saving the fragile Arctic region. 

"The security of environment
and elimination of past damage,
and one of such campaigns is clean
Arctic, so it is a programme
dedicated to safety of the Arctic
region, where we have enormous,
large-scale affect," he said.

India deploys undercover
commandos to combat
wildlife trade
Wildlife News 25 February,
2015-07-06

India has deployed plain-clothes
commandoes along the
Uttarakhand and Nepalese border
to improve security against
smugglers and wildlife traders. The
news was made public today by
SSB Additional Director General
Somesh Goyal. he also confirmed
that operations have already started.
Goyal explained that teams of
specially trained plain-clothes
commandoes were patrolling the
border in order to work better with
local communities and to be more
effective at intercepting smugglers.
He said, "The force wants to get
maximum cooperation from locals
residing near these transit and trade
routes to keep a tab on smugglers
and wildlife traders." Operations
are being undertaken along all 22
trade routes between India and
Nepal. 

Tiger skin seized, 3 arrested
THE HINDU, Updated:
February 3, 2015 05:39 IST,
SPECIAL
CORRESPONDENT

Forest Department officials seized a
tiger skin and arrested three persons
from a house at Edavilakom, near
Murukkumpuzha, in the district on
Monday. The accused were
identified as Santosh of Kadakkal,
Mohammed Subair of Kakkanad,
and Jagdeesh Kumar of
Murukkumpuzha.

The seizure was made following
a tip-off received by the Assistant
Conservator of Forest, Forest
Intelligence Cell, B. Santosh
Kumar.

The trio gave a slip to the
officials led by Divisional Forest
Officer, Flying Squad,
Thiruvananthapuram, J. R. Ani;
Range Officer, Palode, S.V. Vinod;
and Range Officer, Flying Squad,
Chullimanoor, Adarsh, at
Kazhakuttam. But, they were
nabbed from the house of one

Rajesh at Edavilakom. Rajesh
managed to escape.

"We have confirmed that the
pelt is that of a tiger that is around
three years old. The specimen is
pretty old," Mr. Vinod said.

The officials have commenced
inquiry into from where the 
pelt originated. Santosh is involved
in five cases registered by the 
Forest Department and seven by
the police. "He is a seasoned
criminal having links with the 
inter-State sandalwood mafia," an
official said.

A case has been registered in the
Palode range under the provisions
of the Wildlife Protection Act for
hunting, illegal possession and
attempt to trophy. The accused will
be produced in the Nedumangad
Forest Court after interrogation and
collecting evidence.

A sq ft of tiger pelt costs over
Rs.5 lakh in international markets,
sources said. It is used for
meditation in the belief that sitting
on the tiger skin will give positive
energy.
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Tiger poaching probe: Two
persons arrested by CBI
Press Trust of India, Nagpur,
March 15, 2015 Last
Updated at 13:13 IST

Two persons have been arrested by
the CBI from a village in
Chhattisgarh in connection with
the alleged poaching of tigers and
sloth bears in Maharashtra's
Melghat Tiger Reserve. 

As a part of its ongoing probe in
the case of poaching, searches were
conducted yesterday at the hideout
of the two persons in
Rajnandgaon's Ghandai village with
the assistance of forest officials and
Chhattisgarh police, a CBI release
said. 

A large number of
incriminatory materials, including
knives, spears for poaching, bear
tooth, tiger claws and tortoise
shells, were seized from there and
subsequently the two persons were
arrested, it said. 

Both of them were produced
before a local court which
remanded them in seven-day police
custody.

The CBI had registered three
cases relating to alleged poaching of
tigers and sloth bear in the critical
habitat of Melghat Tiger Reserve in
Amarvati on the request of
Maharashtra government and
further directions from the Centre,
the release said. 

The central probe agency
gathered information of the
suspected movements of well
known poachers, who were found
to have connections in states of
Maharashtra, Rajasthan, Madhya
Pradesh and Karnataka. 

On March 3, the CBI had 
also arrested an absconder after a
chase in the forest with the

assistance of Madhya Pradesh police
and forest officials from a hideout
at Dulahalli of Riti taluka in Katni
district. 

The investigation has so far
revealed valuable clues and
unearthed a few more incidents of
alleged poaching and killing of
tigers in Maharashtra and trading in
other states. 

Further investigation is on in
the case, the release added.

India doubles its sniffer dog
strength
Jun 22, 2015 12:38 PM , By
Our Bureau | The Hindu 

Seven tiger bearing states -
Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh,
Assam, Uttarakhand, Tamil Nadu,
Jharkhand, and Karnataka - are to
soon have sniffer dogs trained for
curbing wildlife crime.

At a passing out parade in
Bhopal, 14 sniffer dogs and their 28
handlers from the 23rd Battalion of
the Special Armed Forces, Madhya
Pradesh, displayed their skills. This
marks a doubling in the number of
India's wildlife sniffer dogs.

Illegal wildlife trade is
widespread globally, and is probably
the fourth largest in value behind
illegal narcotics, arms trade, and
human trafficking. The most
commonly known products in
illegal wildlife trade in India are

mongoose hair, snakeskin, rhino
horn, tiger and leopard claws, skins,
and elephant tusks, among others.

The 14 dogs have been trained
under a programme conducted by
Traffic, the wildlife trade
monitoring network, which is based
in New Delhi, where it functions as
a programme division of WWF-
India. The sniffer dog training
programme is jointly funded by
Traffic and WWF-India.

The dogs are trained to sniff out
wildlife products such as tiger and
leopard bones and skins and bear
bile, and also tend to detect other
wildlife contraband once deployed
in the field.

Since 2008, 13 sniffer dogs have
been trained and deployed at key
sites for detection and prevention of
wildlife crime, and have been
involved in more than 100
significant wildlife seizures in recent
years. Jimmy, one of Traffic's sniffer
dogs, helped bust at least 25
wildlife poaching and smuggling
cases.

Enforcement agencies across
India have long-term experience of
using and handling sniffer dogs for
conducting seizures and curbing
crime. Given their emerging role in
combating wildlife crime and illegal
wildlife trade in India, state forest
departments have been deploying
sniffer dogs and using them in their
wildlife law enforcement
endeavours.

Traffic, the wildlife trade
monitoring network, is a strategic
alliance of WWF, the global
conservation organisation, and the
International Union for the
Conservation of Nature. Traffic
India works to ensure that trade in
wild plants and animals is not a
threat to the conservation of nature
in India.
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Major Tiger Trader Busted
in Indonesia-Faces 5 Years in
Prison and $10,000 USD
Fine
Suspect allegedly sold 100
stuffed tigers over last ten
years

Released: 12-Feb-2015 10:00 AM
EST 
Source Newsroom: Wildlife
Conservation Society

NEWSWISE - The South Sumatra
Military Police, South Sumatra
Provincial Natural Resource
Conservation Office (BKSDA), and
the Wildlife Conservation Society's
Wildlife Crimes Unit (WCU)
announced today the recent arrest
of a major wildlife trafficker illegally
trading in tiger parts and other
protected wildlife in Indonesia. The
suspect has allegedly sold more than
100 stuffed tigers over a ten-year
period.

The trafficker, identified as
KSM, allegedly traded the illegal
goods to buyers in Southern
Sumatra, Kalimantan, Sulawesi, and
to a tiger "middleman" in Jakarta.
KSM has since confessed that he
purchased tiger skins and stuffed
tigers in Lampung, Bengkulu,
Jambi, and North Sumatra to
supply demand in Jakarta and Java.

The arrest took place during a
transaction involving the shipment
of one stuffed tiger, one stuffed
Javan leopard, and four stuffed
sambar deer worth $16,000 USD
on the illegal market.

The suspect was apprehended in

the city of Palembang, the
provincial capital of South Sumatra,
located approximately 200
kilometers from the northern part
of Bukit Barisan Selatan National
Park. The park is one of the most
important sites globally for
Sumatran tigers.

The suspect's arrest concluded a
long investigation that began in
2009 with the arrest of a
middleman by the Criminal
Investigation Division (CID) of the
Indonesian National police assisted
by WCU. Following that arrest,
authorities pursued KSM -who they
linked to the middleman in a
continuing investigation.

Noviar Andayani, Country
Director of Wildlife Conservation
Society (WCS) Indonesia Program
said, "We see that law enforcement
does not only indicate the
Indonesian government's strong
commitment, but also demonstrates
a strategic move to stop the tiger
trade chain from South Sumatra.
WCS has committed to sustainably
supporting the government's efforts
to protect key wildlife, such as the
Sumatran tiger, through a multi-
layered effort, from protection in its
habitat to technical support in
effective, fair and transparent law
enforcement."

Sumatran tigers (Panthera tigris
sumatrae), are a critically
endangered tiger sub-species that
can only be found in Indonesia.
Poaching and trading of these
animals is a violation of Indonesian
law, with violators subject to a
maximum of 5 years in prison and

a $10,000 fine.
Nunu Anugrah, Head of the

BKSDA, said, "We are committed
to preserving protected species in
Indonesia through systematic
conservation efforts based on
education, public awareness, and
law enforcement. BKSDA aims to
ensure that the law enforcement
process against the perpetrators of
protected wildlife runs optimally
and provides a deterrent effect.
Such a deterrent is critical to
conserving priority programs-such
as Sustaining Wildlife Populations
and Habitats- that aims to increase
the population of 35 priority
species (including the Sumatran
tiger and elephant) by 10 percent in
the next five years."

"This arrest of a major trader in
tigers and other wildlife by
Indonesian authorities is showing
the world that Indonesia is serious
about protecting this species from
wildlife trafficking," said Joe
Walston, WCS Vice President of
Field Conservation. "We commend
the Government of Indonesia in
making these arrests."

WCS's Wildlife Crimes Unit is
supported by the Liz Claiborne and
Art Ortenberg Foundation,
Fondation Segré, the United States
Fish and Wildlife Service
Multinational Species Conservation
Funds, the AZA Tiger Species
Survival Plan's Tiger Conservation
Campaign, the John D. and
Catherine T. MacArthur
Foundation, and USAID-Change
for Justice.
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Tiger meat and bear paws on
menu for Chinese tourists in
Laos, says report
Agence France-Presse
Thursday 19 March 2015
05.26

A resort complex in northwest Laos
targeting Chinese visitors has
become a "lawless playground" for
the trade in illegal wildlife ranging
from tiger meat to bear paws, an
advocacy group said Thursday.

Customers "can openly buy
endangered species products" in the
Golden Triangle Special Economic
Zone on the border between Laos,
Myanmar and Thailand in Laos'
Bokeo province, according to a
report by the Environmental
Investigation Agency (EIA).

The London-based group,
together with the non-governmental
group Education for Nature
Vietnam, also documented
restaurants offering "sauté tiger
meat", bear paws and pangolins on
their menus.

High -end Laos resort serves up
illegal wildlife for Chinese tourists

Laos is becoming a growing hub
for the trade in endangered species
with foreign tourists, particularly
from neighbouring China, driving
the demand for illegal products,
according to environmental groups.

Many Chinese believe rare
animal meats and body parts contain
aphrodisiac or medicinal qualities.

The EIA report called on Laos to
immediately set up a task force to
tackle the trade and seize all illegal
products in the Special Economic
Zone.

"China also needs to understand
and accept that its legal domestic

trade in the skins of captive-bred
tigers is doing nothing but driving
consumer demand," said Debbie
Banks of the EIA in a statement.

According to the report the Laos
zone "appears more like an extension
of China" - running on Beijing time,
employing mostly Chinese workers
and displaying signs in Chinese
characters.

Similar temples of excess have
sprung up in Myanmar where some
border towns - often outside of
central government control - have
become open markets renowned for
selling rare animals, sex and
gambling trips to Chinese visitors.

China's seemingly insatiable
appetite for rare animal meat and
parts has also led to a thriving
smuggling scene across much of
Southeast Asia.

Authorities in Vietnam and
Thailand routinely uncover large
hauls of endangered animals heading
north in what conservationists say is
likely just a fraction of the species
smuggled into China.
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High -end Laos resort serves up illegal
wildlife for Chinese tourists
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Conservation a top priority
Published: Friday June 5,
2015 MYT 12:00:00 AM 

PUTRAJAYA: A survey of the tiger
population, conservation of the
Sumatran rhino and preservation of
wild fruit trees are among initiatives
aimed at better managing
Malaysia's rich biodiversity.

The Government will also look
for ways to reduce conflict between
people and monkeys in some areas.

These are part of its
commitment to ensure that the
people as well as flora and fauna
have a rightful place under the
Malaysian sun.

These matters and others were

discussed during the 2nd National
Biodiversity Council meeting
chaired by Deputy Prime Minister
Tan Sri Muhyiddin Yassin yesterday.

The council gave the green light
for the First National Tiger Survey
to be conducted by the Department
of Wildlife and National Parks
(Perhilitan).

With the help of state
governments and non-governmental
organisations, Perhilitan will
identify where exactly the tigers
roam and in what numbers.

"This collaboration will allow
the authorities to better determine
the population and habitat of
'Harimau Malaya' to implement the
National Tiger Conservation and

Action Plan," the council said in a
statement.

Several suggestions were also
presented on how to deal with the
conflict between people and wild
monkeys.

Perhilitan suggested that a by-
law to forbid people from feeding
the animals be enforced.

It was also suggested that the
federal and state governments work
together on any plans to develop
new land areas to minimise the
impact on monkey habitats.

As for the rhinos, the council
agreed that the Sabah government
would use advanced reproductive
technology as part of its efforts to
save the animals and other wildlife.

Study details illegal wild cat
trade in two border towns
By Aye Sapay Phyu,
Myanmar Times | Monday,
12 January 2015

The trade in tiger and other wild
cat parts from Myanmar into
China has grown in recent years
but diminished into Thailand, a
new study released by wildlife
trade monitoring group Traffic
says.

The Traffic study scrutinises two
decades of survey data in Tachileik,

on the border with Thailand, and
Mong La, within Shan State's
Special Region 4 and on the
Chinese border.

The report shows that the
number of shops in Tachileik selling
tiger and wild cat products fell from
35 in 2000 to six in 2013, while the
number in Mong La more than
trebled to 21 from six in 2006. The
report states that Mong La caters
almost entirely to Chinese
customers, adding that both towns
are situated on international borders
and serve as sources for illegal cross-
border trade.

It adds that all wild cat species
are protected under the Convention
on International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna
and Flora (CITES) and by national
laws.

The report, titled "Trade in
tigers and other wild cats in Mong
La and Tachilek, Myanmar - a tale
of two border towns", was
published in Biological
Conservation, a December 22 press
release said. The report studied
information gathered from 19
surveys of wild cat trade in Tachileik
between 1991 and 2013 and seven
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surveys between 2001 and 2014 in
Mong La.

The media release stated that
most of the 2000 parts recorded as
being on sale were claws, skulls,
teeth and skins.

Authors Chris R Shepherd,
regional director for Traffic in
Southeast Asia, and Vincent
Nijman, professor of anthropology
at Oxford Brookes University, argue
that the decrease in Tachileik could
be due to greater enforcement
action in Thailand, while the
increase in Mong La may be linked
to the rising buying power of
China's consumers, and the
apparent ease in smuggling illegal
wildlife parts into China from
Mong La.

"With little or no enforcement
in Tachileik and Mong La it's open
season for wildlife traffickers, with

the contraband bought by those
who have little fear of being stopped
for their criminal actions," said Dr
Shepherd.

The authors also suggest that
trade in other illicit wildlife
products, such as ivory, is also on
the rise in Mong La, while
Tachileik's customers from Thailand
now mainly buy cheap clothing.

Although the dynamics of the
trade in wild cat parts differed in
the two border towns, in both
clouded leopard (Neofelis nebulosa)
parts were the species most often
seen in trade. Clouded leopard parts
were observed in all but two of the
surveys, representing at least 482
individuals.

Other wild cat species
commonly found in trade over the
decades included leopard cat,
leopard, tiger and the asiatic golden

cat.
Traders in both towns claimed

that tiger and leopard products were
mainly sourced from Myanmar and
India. Previous studies reported that
large cat skins and bones on sale in
Tachileik also originated from
Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia.
Smaller species were said all to be
sourced from Myanmar.

The authors urged more
effective enforcement and
prosecution of wildlife criminals in
Myanmar and called on
neighbouring source and consumer
countries, especially China, to
allocate more resources to ramp up
existing efforts to clamp down on
illegal wildlife trade. "It's time for
the relevant enforcement authorities
to live up to their international
commitments to address wildlife
crime," said Mr Nijman.
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Nepal celebrates first
symposium towards zero
poaching in Asia
The Himalayan Times
Tuesday 3 February 2015

Wildlife experts representing 13
countries gathered today in the
capital for a symposium titled
'Towards Zero Poaching in Asia'
jointly organised by Government of
Nepal, World Wildlife Fund,
Global Tiger Forum, South Asia
Wildlife Enforcement Network and
National Trust for Nature
Conservation.

Inaugurating the symposium,
Sharad Chandra Paudel, Secretary
of Ministry of Forest and Soil
Conservation said it was the first
time ever symposium on zero
poaching in the context of Nepal.

"Nepal has achieved outstanding
results in setting a role model for

zero poaching for Asia as well as
other parts of the world for four
years," said Paudel, adding that the
fight against poaching in the initial
stage since the political insurgency
of 2000 was challenging and
sounded almost impossible. 

The tigers, rhinos and elephants
are the main wildlife species in
Nepal that are under threat due to
poaching and wildlife crime. 

He called on stakeholders,
experts and local communities to
make concerted efforts to end
wildlife crime and poaching
through anti-poaching campaigns
in every district to end the threat to
the endangered species of Nepal. 

Minister Mahesh Acharya of
MoFSC said poaching, wildlife
crime and illegal trade in animal
body parts were the largest crimes
in Nepal. He thanked Nepal Police,
Nepali Army, Central Investigation

Bureau, local anti-poaching
community and international
stakeholders for helping Nepal
achieve the milestone in zero
poaching.

"Almost 23 per cent land in
Nepal has been protected as
conservation area to sustain
endangered flora and fauna in their
natural habitat," he said
highlighting the fact that Nepal is
being used as transit point by
smugglers of wildlife body parts
that are trafficked to China and
Vietnam.

Tika Ram Adhikari, director
general at Department of National
Parks and Wildlife Conservation
cited poverty, greed,
unemployment, corruption, lack of
awareness, political instability and
weak law enforcement as the main
factors behind the rise in poaching
and wildlife crime.
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Camera trap captures rare
family portrait of Amur tiger
couple with their three cubs
in the wild
By RICHARD GRAY FOR
MAILONLINE
PUBLISHED: 17:19 GMT,
9 March 2015 | UPDATED:
12:08 GMT, 10 March 2015

A portrait of a rare Amur tiger
family captured on film in the wild
has provided clues that the
notoriously solitary male big cats
may play a role in rearing cubs.

Scientists have long believed that
the large adult males tend to leave
females to raise their young and
they are known to even attack and
kill cubs when they come across
them.

However, in an astonishing new
set of images captured by a camera
trap in the Sikhote-Alin Biosphere
Reserve in eastern Russia, a large
male Amur tiger is seen leading a
family of three cubs and their
mother through the snowy forest.

The images could help scientists
learn new details of the role male
tigers play in rearing their young. 

Dr Svetlana Soutyrina, deputy
director for scientific programs at
the Sikhote-Alin Biosphere Reserve
who set the camera traps, said: 'We
have collected hundreds of photos

of tigers over the years, but this is
the first time we have recorded a
family together.

'These images confirm that male
Amur tigers do participate in family
life, at least occasionally, and we
were lucky enough to capture one
such moment.'

There have been a few rare
examples of male Bengal tigers
taking an active role in parenting in
the past but it has never been seen
in Amur tigers.

In 2011 a male was found to be
caring for a pair of orphaned cubs in
the Ranthambore tiger reserve in
Rajasthan, India.

However, such behaviour is
extremely rare and more commonly
male tigers will kill the cubs of
another male to reduce competition.

After mating male tigers tend to
leave a female to rear the cubs
herself but will provide protection
for them while they remain inside
his territory.

Large males will often have
several females in their territory. 

In some rare cases they have also
been seen to kill prey to feed his
family.

The pictures were captured as
part of a project between the
Wildlife Conservation Society's
Russia Program, the Sikhote-Alin
Biosphere Reserve and Udegeiskaya

Legenda National Park.
Camera traps set up in the forest

captured the family in a series of 21
images over a period of two minutes
as they walked past. 

The resulting images were then
stitched together to show the family
as a whole. Jonathan Slaght, Russia
Program Project Manager for the
Wildlife Conservation Society, said:
'Male Amur tigers, which have
home ranges that typically overlap
the home ranges of several females,
try to associate with those females as
they patrol their own territories.

'An adult male might pass
through a female's territory every
one or two months so, if the male
and female were to meet up every
time, this behaviour might occur 6-
12 times per year.

'However, considering that an
adult male Amur tiger has a home
range between 1,000-2,000 square
kilometres, and an adult female has
a territory about 400 square
kilometres, having a camera trap in
the right place at the right time to
document this-especially with young
in tow-is incredibly rare. 

'In fact, this behaviour of an
adult male Amur tiger travelling
with a family unit of a female and
her cubs has never been
photographed before.' 
2 Vietnamese arrested in

RRUUSSSSIIAA  

The above photograph, captured with a camera trap, shows a family of three Amur tiger cubs and a female being led through
a snowy forest by a large male in the Sikhote-Alin Biosphere Reserve in east Russia. It was created by stitching together
several images
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Russia for slaughtering
Siberian tiger
Thanh Nien News, May 17,
2015

Russian police have arrested two
Vietnamese men who allegedly
killed and trafficked parts of the
endangered Siberian tiger, local
media reported.

A video clip posted on Vesti.ru

Saturday said the men, whose
identities were not revealed,
previously posted their offers to sell
tiger parts online. Moscow police set
up a sting, masquerading as
potential buyers to contact the pair
and later arrested them.

Following a raid on the pair's
premises, the police found 59 tiger
teeth, four sets of tiger bones, 15
kilograms of tiger meat, a set of tiger

skin and a frozen tiger head.
The Siberian (or Amur) tigers

are the world's largest cats. They live
primarily in eastern Russia's birch
forests, though some exist in China
and North Korea.

There are an estimated 400 to
500 Siberian tigers living in the
wild, and recent studies suggest that
these numbers are stable, according
to National Geographic.

Thailand's famous Tiger
Temple raided for suspected
wildlife trafficking
By Reuters Staff, February 5,
2015

Thai officials have raided a Buddhist
temple that is home to more than
100 tigers and are investigating
suspected links to wildlife trafficking,
authorities said on Thursday.

Wat Pa Luang Ta Bua, or Tiger
Temple, in Thailand's western
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A screenshot
shows tiger teeth
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A Buddhist monk plays with a tiger at the Tiger Temple in Kanchanaburi
province, 120 km (74 miles) northwest of Bangkok, April 17, 2006
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Kanchanaburi province, is popular
with tourists who pet, cuddle and
pose for selfies with the big cats.

The temple has been dogged for
years by talk of links to wildlife
trafficking and its maltreatment of
tigers.

A Thai official said at least 100
tigers had been impounded in raids
this week and were being kept at the
temple until authorities wind up
their investigations. Thirty-eight
hornbills, a bird species, were also
seized.

"We're checking if the temple
had official permits to keep them,"
said Cherdchai Charipanya, director
of the Department of Natural
Resources and Environment in the

province of Ratchaburi.
The temple bills itself as an

animal sanctuary and tiger-breeding
facility, and its abbot has denied
animal cruelty and illegal trafficking.

Thailand is one of the world's
biggest hubs for wildlife trafficking.
In recent years, the country has tried
to shed its reputation as a source and
destination for exotic meat and rare
pets. But demand from China,
including for tiger parts and ivory
tusks, has fuelled a thriving trade in
illicit wildlife.

Conservationists must try to
reduce demand for tiger parts in
China to save the animals, wildlife
experts warned at an anti-poaching
conference in Nepal this week.

In 2013, Thailand's then
premier, Yingluck Shinawatra,
pledged to outlaw any kind of ivory
trade but there has been little
progress. Yingluck was forced from
office in May.

Kanitha Krishnasamy,
programme manager for 
Southeast Asia at TRAFFIC, a
wildlife trade monitoring 
network, urged authorities to look
into the origin of the seized hornbills
and tigers and to pursue legal action.

"We hope the investigations
don't end with the seizure of wildlife,
but results in legal action and a
deterrent punishment for offenders,"
said Krishnasamy.

- by Amy Sawitta Lefevre in Bangkok

Vietnam hotel boss nicked for
buying 303kg dismembered
tiger to make bone glue
TUOI TRE NEWS,
UPDATED : 01/22/2015
14:20 GMT + 7

Vietnamese police have arrested the
director of a hotel in the northern
province of Bac Kan for illegally
procuring a large dead tiger, an
endangered wild species, to make
bone glue.

Colonel Trieu Dinh Hoa, chief of the
province's anti-environmental crime
police department, has recently
confirmed the arrest of Nguyen Van
Duoc, 51, director of the Bac Kan
Trading and Hotel Co. Ltd., news
website Dan Tri reported on
Wednesday.

The colonel added that Duoc
was found purchasing the tiger which
had been dismembered to make tiger
bone paste.

Duoc was detained for breaching
regulations on the protection of
precious and rare wild animals after

investigators concluded that he was
the owner of five separated parts of a
big tiger that was discovered in a
truck at the Bac Kan Hotel in Duc
Xuan Commune on January 15.

When police examined the truck
that day, the driver, Pham Minh
Long, 43, told police that he had
been hired by unknown people to
transport the items to Duoc's hotel.

The parts of the tiger, which were
packed in sacks, weighed 303kg in
total.

Police also impounded two sacks
containing animal bones, three
kilograms of tiger bone glue, three
kilograms of turtle shells, two scales,
and a set of special kitchen utensils
intended for cooking tiger bone glue
in the truck. 

Police is detaining Long for
further interrogation.

On searching Duoc's room at the
hotel, police found and seized two
handguns and numerous animal
claws, clutches, and bones.

Police are expanding their probe
to identify the origin of the dead
tiger, the animal parts found in the

truck and in Duoc's room, and the
two guns. 

On November 8, 2013, police in
the north-central Vietnamese
province of Ha Tinh caught a man
illegally cooking tiger bones in his
home to make tiger bone paste.

This incident occurred a year
after a rash of raids by police on tiger
bone glue producers.

Tiger bone paste is said to treat a
variety of ailments, including
rheumatism.

On December 22, 2014, police
in the central province of Nghe An
confiscated a frozen dead tiger, weig-
hing 120kg, after detecting it in a car
traveling on National Highway 1.

According to the International
Union for Conservation of Nature's
Red List of threatened species, tigers
are classified as "endangered," with
the current global wild tiger
population estimated to be around
3,000 individuals.

The illegal trade in high-value
tiger products including skins, bones,
meat, and tonics is the primary threat
to tigers, according to IUCN.
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Sheffield tiger parts jeweller
Catherine Emberton
sentenced
30 March 2015

Catherine Emberton, 29, admitted
three offences under the Control of
Trade in Endangered Species
regulations.

She sold 129 pieces containing
tiger parts from her home in
Sheffield over an 18-month period.

At the city's crown court, she
was ordered to carry out 120 hours
of unpaid work.

Emberton, of Gleadless Road,

was acquitted of one count of
fraud.

Antique exemption claims
In June, officers raided her house,
where they recovered 23 claws and
10 teeth, a silversmith's workbench,
jewellery-making equipment, as
well as claws and teeth set in silver.

Police first discovered she was
selling the jewellery on an internet
auction site in May.

A large proportion of her
jewellery featured tiger teeth and
claws, which she was shipping
across the globe, detectives said.

South Yorkshire Police said most
of her adverts "carried a rider
suggesting these were antique... and
exempt from any requirement for
permits".

"However, the items being sold
and offered for sale by Emberton
did not qualify for this exemption.
Most of the items she was selling
were raw teeth or claws set in
metal," the force said.

The raid was carried out in
conjunction with the UK National
Wildlife Crime Unit as part of an
investigation into the illegal trade in
tiger parts on the internet.
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A woman who sold jewellery embellished with tiger claws and teeth has been handed a 
12-month community order for trading in endangered species.
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WWF- TIGERS ALIVE INITIATIVES

2015 has been a very exciting year for WWF's Tigers Alive Initiative and the global Tx2 goal to double wild
tiger numbers by 2022.

JANUARY: India's latest tiger
census released figure of 2,226. A
total of 30 sites were surveyed by
WWF-India covering more than
280,000 man hours, with 650
camera traps identifying more than
450 individual tigers
FEBRUARY: WWF Tigers Alive
Initiative co-hosted, with the Nepal
Government and the Global Tiger
Forum, the very successful
Symposium: Towards Zero
Poaching in Asia. At the conclusion
of the four-day event in
Kathmandu representatives from 13
Asian countries committed to
immediate action to stamp out
poaching and five recommendations
were adopted:
o Swift and decisive action to

elevate the importance and
effectiveness of antipoaching
initiatives and cooperation
among all relevant ministries,
departments and agencies
within their borders, while at
the same time strengthening
international cooperation in the

face of this serious criminal
activity. 

o Adoption of the Zero Poaching
Tool Kit and assessment of
current antipoaching responses
to determine improvements and
close serious gaps.

o Increase and improve
collaboration as a successful
antipoaching response is
critically dependant on
effectively engaging a diverse
number of shareholders 

o Improve standards, training
and support for rangers, other
frontline staff and prosecutors. 

o Commit to identifying a Zero
Poaching national contact
point to effectively coordinate
transboundary efforts to stop
poaching. 

Nepal's Chitwan National Park
became the first Conservation
Assured Tiger Standard (CA|TS)
accredited site paving the way for
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many more sites of tiger
conservation excellence. 

First evidence of Amur tigers
breeding in China - rare camera
trap footage, caught on a WWF
camera trap, of a protective tigress
and her cubs 30 kilometers from
the Russian border was the first
evidence that wild Amur tigers are
returning to China. 
MARCH: WWF congratulated
Chinese President Xi Jinping for
giving wild tiger conservation a
boost when he raised the issue of
wild tiger conservation at the
Annual National People's Congress
& Chinese People's Political
Consultative Conference
(NPC&CPPCC) in Beijing. Upon
hearing the good news that the tiger
population in Jilin Province had
grown to 27, up from an estimate
of 20 in 2010, President Xi
commended the progress and

emphasized the ongoing need for
practical conservation work to be
done in the field.
APRIL: WWF held a critical
infrastructure workshop took place
April in Delhi to address the ever
growing threat of road and rail
infrastructure across tiger
landscapes. With the aim to
develop a strategy to use used across
WWF to engage governments,
financing institutions and
communities on developing

infrastructure that ensure there is a
place for tigers in Asia's future. 
MAY: Russia's latest tiger census
released with as many as 540 Amur
tigers.
JUNE: Malaysia announces its
intention to carry out its first
national tiger census.

All of these events bring us closer to
the visionary Tx2 goal as we approach

the critical halfway point of 2016.
Let's all ROAR FORWARD together

- to 2016, 2022 and beyond. 
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One year after release,
rehabilitated Amur tigress
caught on film in Russia
By: Dr. Maria (Masha) N.
Vorontsova
Posted: Tue, 05/26/2015

Thanks to four camera traps IFAW
had donated to the Khingan Nature
Reserve, we now have footage of
Ilona the tigress that shows she is
thriving in the wild and still
sporting her tracking collar.

Ilona, now three years old, is one
of the six orphan tiger cubs from
the Russian Far East whom IFAW
helped rehabilitate and release.
In this particular video, Ilona was
captured leaving marks on a tree in
which different species-from black
bears to red deer-have left their
"messages," proving that rangers
chose the right spot for the video
trap.

She is one of three famous
"Putin's tigers," which he helped
release a year ago. Ilona actually did
not leave the transport cage when
Putin first slid the door open. She
jumped out of the cage to freedom
only after Putin, his staff, and
accompanying journalists left.
IFAW was left to catch this epic
release on camera.

For me it is very emotional to
watch Ilona on that video and see
how well she is doing in the wilds
of Khingan Nature Reserve. She is
hunting deer, wolves and wild
boars, even though the latter are the
least preferred prey.

IFAW has been involved with
the rehabilitation of tiger cubs at
the Russian Far East for years now.
We have made great progress
changing the opinions and policies
of Ministry of Natural Resources
officials.

The first four cubs we helped
were delivered to the zoos, due to

the belief that it is impossible to
return cubs after rehabilitation 
to the wild. IFAW and our
partnering groups proved 
otherwise and now five tigers we've
released are successfully living in the
wild.

The need for additional camera
traps arouse when Ilona scrunched
one of five camera traps already
installed in the reserve. Ilona seems
to be well aware of the presence of
the cameras and each time passing
by adjusts the camera's position and
then looks straight into the lens.
Vyacheslav Kastrikin, Deputy
Director of Science at Khingan
Nature Reserve, directed the
installation of camera traps.

Locations for installing the
photo traps were selected based on
the results of the winter field work
of monitoring feeding habits of the
tiger. The photo traps are located at
the forest roads which Ilona used
quite regularly, no less than once a
month.

Apart from these two roads, we
were not able to find trails that
Ilona would use regularly. Outside
of the roads during the winter
period the tiger moved mostly
along the tracks of wild boars, each
time using a new track.

If concentration of the female
tiger trails moves away, the photo
traps will be moved to the new area
she chooses to inhabit. However,
Ilona is not likely to move away
from such an abundant area.

In frame of IFAW Internet trade
campaign Russian investigation
was focusing on tiger as well.
IFAW Russia attracted attention of
officials to the problem and the
International Report "Wanted Dead
or Alive: Exposing Online Wildlife
Trade" was issued jointly with the
Ministry of Natural Resources and
Environment. This issue received a

lot of attention and interest of state
agencies. Owing to assistance
provided by the Ministry of Natural
Resources, all of the advertisements
found during IFAW investigation
were transferred to the police. As
result several tiger cases were
initiated by the Police.

However, already on January
28, 2015 another detention was
made. In Moscow the police found
and seized two un-processed animal
skins, and also their heads and 50
kg of meat in Vietnamese
restaurants "Shanghai" and "Anna-
Lisa". Expert examination
determined the pelts and the meat
to belong to Amur tiger. As a result
on April 30 a court sentenced the
detained Vietnamese citizen to a
year of correctional labor.

This case received wide
publicity and was featured on all
federal channels.

On March 25 during
investigative actions in Khabarovsk,
a Russian citizen was detained,
carrying 24 bear paws in his
personal vehicle. Moreover, over 70
body parts of valuable wildlife were
discovered in his garage, including
7 parts of skeleton of Red-listed
Amur tiger. All of the seized items
were submitted for expert
examination, based on its results the
case materials will be filed for
investigation in accordance with the
jurisdiction.

On May 15, during an
inspection of living quarters of a
Vietnamese citizen residing in
Moscow, policemen found and
seized a head of a wild animal,
presumably, an Amur leopard or
Amur tiger, 59 fangs and four
bones, which also, presumably, were
derived from an Amur tiger, at least
15 kg of meat of various wildlife
and one processed pelt of Red-listed
Amur tiger. All items are transferred
for expert examination.

INTERNATIONAL FUND FOR ANIMAL WELFARE (IFAW)
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NNEEWWSS FFRROOMM  NNAATTIIOONNAALL  NNGGOOss

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION TRUST (WCT)

The Wildlife Conservation Trust
(WCT) works in over 110 national
parks and sanctuaries in 18 Indian
states on wildlife protection and
community development. Our
approach is premised on the
understanding that communities
and conservation cannot be
separated from one another. WCT
works within forested areas to train
and equip frontline staff and
conduct scientific research.
Simultaneously, we focus on
uplifting communities living in the
buffer zones of tiger reserves by
providing them with quality
education facilities, vocational
training and healthcare. This
comprehensive approach to
conservation is creating win-win
situation for communities and
ecosystems.

Strengthening on-ground
protection 
A key component of WCT's work is
ensuring that frontline officials have
the best equipment and training
necessary to conduct their duties. In
the last six months, WCT has
donated three vehicles to the
Kaziranga Tiger Reserve, a troop
carrier for the Special Tiger
Protection Force (STPF) in Pench
(Maharashtra) and one vehicle each
to the Satpura Tiger Reserve and
Peechi-Vazhan Wildlife Sanctuary
(WLS). Ten motorcycles were
donated to the guards of the Dampa
Tiger Reserve in Mizoram to
increase their mobility and
patrolling efficiency. 

WCT provided essential
equipment for Anti-poaching
Camps (APCs) in various wildlife
sanctuaries, improving facilities
available to staff and bettering their

standard of living. Five APCs in
Bhimgad WLS, 29 in Cauvery
WLS, 27 in Malai Mahadeshwara
WLS and 10 APCs in Mahanadi
WLS were equipped between
January and June 2015. A similar
exercise was conducted for 20 APCs
in the Satkosia Tiger Reserve to
ensure staff living in remote forested
camps had access to basic facilities.
WCT is also in the process of
equipping 10 APCs in the Nagzira-
Navegaon Tiger Reserve. Solar
charging systems, water purifiers,
binoculars, chairs, blankets and
mattresses, among other items, are
being provided. 

For the last four years, WCT has
been working with the Gujarat
Forest Department to supplement
the salaries given to veterinary
doctors and trackers working in the
Greater Gir Landscape. These
individuals play a crucial role in
monitoring wildlife and providing
care to injured animals. They also
mitigate human-animal
confrontations, risking their lives to
rescue and relocate large carnivores
such as leopards. In 2015, WCT is
providing honorariums to five
veterinary doctors and 29 trackers in
the Greater Gir Landscape. 

As part of its work on human-
animal conflict mitigation, WCT
assisted the Maharashtra Forest
Department during two emergency
situations. The WCT team focussed
on providing technical advice on
crowd management and helped
monitor tiger movement in these
areas. WCT also donated a Rapid
Response Unit to a local NGO in
Chandrapur, Ecological Protection
Organisation (EcoPro). EcoPro will
use the vehicle to assist the forest
department during emergencies. 

Capacity-building for frontline
forest staff
In February-March 2015, WCT
worked with international
conservation organisation Panthera
to conduct a workshop for STPF
personnel from the Pench and
Tadoba-Andhari Tiger Reserves in
Maharashtra. Twenty-four STPF
officials were trained in law
enforcement, effective patrolling
strategies, camouflage, concealment,
basic self-defence and how to
communicate among themselves
during a field operation.
Professional trainers from Panthera
conducted this first-of-its-kind
training programme.

Between January and June 2015,
WCT's flagship Wildlife Crime
Prevention training workshop
reached 1,142 forest guards in
Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh,
Uttarakhand and Himachal Pradesh.

Research and monitoring
In early 2015, WCT conducted a
landmark tiger estimation study in
areas outside Protected Areas (PAs)
of the Chandrapur District of
Maharashtra. The study revealed the
presence of 48 adult tigers, pushing
the number of tigers in the district
to over 115 including 72 reported
from Tadoba-Andhari Tiger Reserve
(as per the 2014 tiger estimation
report). The study, which covered
over 2,000 sq. km. of tiger habitat
outside the PA network, was
conducted under the WCT-USAID
Tiger Programme, in collaboration
with the Maharashtra Forest
Department and Panthera.

Livelihoods
The WCT livelihoods programme
has been reaching disadvantaged
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youth in buffer zone villages of the
Tadoba-Andhari Tiger Reserve. In
partnership with the Head Held
High Foundation, WCT has set up
three skill-training centres around

the reserve and three more centres
will be built by the end of August
2015. Outreach activities have been
conducted in 115 villages reaching
over 450 young people. This

prompted 320 individuals to sign
up for programmes at various
centres! Currently, 80 young people
are attending sessions at the three
existing centres.

Since 1994, The Corbett
foundation (TCF) has worked
dedicatedly towards its mission that
man and wildlife must co-exist in
harmony. TCF's programmes have
reached over 350 villages across
important wildlife habitats such as
Corbett Tiger Reserve, Kanha Tiger
Reserve, Bandhavgarh Tiger
Reserve, Kaziranga Tiger Reserve,
and around the Greater Rann of
Kutch. Since 2013-14, TCF has
been focusing its work towards
critical wildlife corridors that are

outside the Protected Area network.
The main thrust areas of TCF's
work are reducing man-animal
conflict, providing sustainable
livelihoods, providing healthcare to
local communities, creating
environmental awareness,
promoting renewable energy,
ensuring veterinary care of domestic
livestock and rescue and
rehabilitation of wildlife. Some of
the programmes implemented in
the first half of 2015 are mentioned
below.

1. Environmental Awareness and
Outreach: TCF is a NGO partner
in Satpuda Tiger Landscape
Partnership (SLTP) supported by
the Born Free Foundation. Under
this programme, a Nature
Education Camp (NEC) was
organized at Kanha Tiger Reserve
for students from seven different
schools from the buffer zone.
During the 3-day camp, the
students learnt from experts,
watched the wild heritage of Kanha,
and experienced the forest on foot.

THE CORBETT FOUNDATION

(1) WCT donates equipment, including all-weather clothing, to frontline forest staff to ensure they are well-equipped to
conduct their duties. (2) A tigress and her cub walk past a WCT camera trap. (3) WCT's Mobile Health Unit providing
immediate medical care to forest officials in the Ranthambhore Tiger Reserve from March 5 to 21, 2015.

(1) (2)

(3)



TCF also celebrated the World
Wetlands Day, the Earth Day and
the World Environment Day. TCF
also engaged in conducting
awareness workshops in several
villages around Corbett Tiger
Reserve on the issue of preventing
forest fires. A poster on the negative
impact of forest fire on the local
ecosystem and biodiversity, and its
prevention was released.

2. Interim Relief Scheme: The
Corbett Tiger Reserve (CTR) with
its surrounding forest divisions in
Uttarakhand, acts as an excellent
tiger habitat within the Terai Arc
Landscape. Human-wildlife conflict
continues to be a major challenge
for wildlife conservation in the
villages located in and around the
buffer zone of CTR. TCF, in
collaboration with WWF-India,
implements the Interim Relief
Scheme (IRS) to prevent the
retaliatory killings of tigers and
leopards by villagers to avenge the
deaths of their livestock that these
predators cause occasionally. Since
1998, a total of 12,171 livestock
depredation cases have been
recorded so far and a total interim

compensation of INR 14,143,824
has been paid under the IRS. The
amount is equivalent to around
USD 231,866. Information about
this scheme has spread to all the
villages around CTR and reporting
of cattle kills is nearly 100%. TCF
responds to these reports with
promptness, providing immediate
effective monitory assistance and
medical treatment to the injured
animals. This scheme has been
largely instrumental in reducing the
antagonism of locals.

3. Sustainable Livelihood: In an
attempt to enable the local
communities to earn a sustainable
livelihood, to reduce their
dependency on natural ecosystems

and involve these communities in
conservation, TCF implements a
livelihoods training programme
titled "Pukaar" for the benefit of
forest-dependent communities and
tribes. The programme supported
by Axis Bank Foundation has
provided livelihoods / vocational
training in around 40
trades/vocational skills to over 2100
unemployed youths and women
between July 2012 to June 2015
from the areas in and around tiger
reserves of Corbett, Kanha,
Bandhavgarh and Kaziranga. A total
of 433 villagers benefited under this
programme from January to June
2015. TCF not only provides
training but also facilitates job
placements and entrepreneurship
among the beneficiaries with a
success rate of around 76%. TCF
helps the trainees in forming Self-
help Groups (SHG), trains them in
managing small businesses, and
takes special efforts in finding new
avenues for the marketing and sale
of their products. Various
vocational skills taught under this
programme include incense sticks-
making, candle-making, bamboo
handicrafts, handloom products,
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poultry farming, fish farming, bee-
keeping, traditional dance forms,
organic/sustainable farming,
sewing-tailoring, basic hospitality,
computer operation, mobile
repairing, embroidery, tribal art and
nature guide training, among others

4. Renewable Energy Initiatives:
TCF launched a new project
"AKSHAY URJA, SWASTHA
JEEVAN" with the support of
Coca-Cola India Foundation to
provide solar-powered lanterns to
over 2500 households from 62
villages in the buffer zone of
Corbett Tiger Reserve and its
surrounding forest divisions. These
villages that are located in remote
areas amidst dense forests often face
power cuts and irregular electricity
supply, and can benefit
tremendously from renewable
energy interventions. In addition,
100 lanterns were provided to Terai
West Forest Division and 50
lanterns to Nainital Forest Division.
The most unique feature of this
project was that it incorporated
50% community contribution
towards the cost of the lanterns.
This helped instill a sense of
ownership among the beneficiaries,
who will ensure that the lanterns
are maintained well. Five women
groups have been trained to
maintain and repair these lanterns.
This will help in addressing any

maintenance-related issue as well as
provide an additional source of
income to these women
entrepreneurs.

5. Seminar of Satpuda Tiger
Landscape Partnership (SLTP):
The SLTP's annual seminar was
held in March 2015 at Kanha Tiger
Reserve. This seminar with the
theme, "managing tiger populations
beyond their strongholds", was
organized by The Corbett
Foundation. It was attended by
Shri. J. S. Chauhan, Field Director,
Kanha Tiger Reserve, Shri. Alok
Kumar, Field Director, Pench Tiger
Reserve (MP), Shri. Pushkar Singh,
CCF, Balaghat Circle, renowned
wildlife experts Dr. Claudio 
Sillero, Conservation Biologist,
WildCRU, University of Oxford
and Head of SLTP and Dr. Raghu

Chundawat, and the supporter of
SLTP Mr. Tony Renton, Oil & Gas
London and Mr. Simon Clinton,
Save Wild Tigers, UK. The SLTP
partners engaged in a focused
discussion on issues affecting the
conservation of tiger habitats 
across the Satpuda Landscape in
Central India. Through
conservation bursaries funded by
the Born Free Foundation, SLTP
partner NGOs are implementing a
variety of conservation activities to
protect tiger habitats, mitigate 
tiger-human conflict, tackle 
wildlife crime, monitor tiger
populations, raise awareness 
and improve the livelihoods of
people living next to tigers. In the
past, the SLTP has proved to be
effective in addressing tiger
conservation issues at the grassroots
and the policy level.
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ANTI-POACHING TRAINING
WORKSHOPS
WPSI uses its vast knowledge and
experience in the field to continually
develop our anti-poaching training
workshops. The aim of these
workshops is to provide vital
firsthand assistance to enforcement
authorities in combating wildlife
crime and to share our analysis of the
changing modus operandi of wildlife
criminals in the country.

WPSI conducted 27 training
workshops and meetings for
enforcement authorities in Central
India in 2014. These workshops and
meetings were attending by 1,757
Forest Department and Police
officials, including 80 Indian Forest
Service (IFS) Probationers and 40
Senior Indian Police Service (IPS)
Officers. Attendees were trained
through illustrated talks,
demonstration of poaching
techniques and mock crime scenes.

WPSI's lawyer based in Katni in
Madhya Pradesh, Ms. Manjula
Shrivastava, conducted an additional
14 workshops in the year to train
officials from the Forest Departments
andGovernment Academies on the
implications of the Wild Life
(Protection) Act, 1972 and the

process of documenting wildlife
crime cases. These workshops were
attended by 635 officials. All the
participants were provided with a
copy of WPSI's Brief Guide to the
Wild Life (Protection) Act.

SECRET INFORMATION
REWARD SCHEME
WPSI runs a Secret Information
Reward Scheme to gather poaching
and wildlife crime information
around Tiger Reserves in Central
India in collaboration with the
Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh
State Governments. The scheme is
now active around Tadoba,
Bandhavgarh, Melghat, Kanha and
Pench Tiger Reserves.

In 2014, WPSI received 135
alerts under the Secret Information
Reward Scheme. These included 29
alerts on poaching attempts and
alerts on other concerns such as
mining, timber theft, forest fires,
tiger and leopard movement close to
human habitations, cattle kills and
tiger attacks. On investigation of the
alerts, enforcement agencies made 12
seizures, leading to the arrest of 40
suspected wildlife criminals.

Information about the Secret
Information Reward Scheme is

spread through WPSI's Tiger
Conservation Awareness Program
and Anti-Poaching NGO Network
in Central India. We also use
strategically placed hoardings, posters
and wall paintings in local languages
to reach out to people.

TIGER CONSERVATION
AWARENESS PROGRAMME
WPSI expanded its Tiger
Conservation Awareness Program by
adding another awareness van to
cover the vast tiger landscape of
Central India. We now have three
audio-visual vans under the program
that travel to remote villages and
market places that fringe important
tiger habitats to spread conservation
awareness and disseminate
information about the WPSI Secret
Information Reward Scheme. The
program includes the screening of a
thought provoking, local language
film on wildlife conservation
followed by an open dialogue with
the local people on their wildlife
related issues. The program team also
provides information on government
schemes that would benefit the local
communities, along with details of
the process on how they can avail
these schemes.

WCS-India and CWS are partners
working together in close
collaboration with Government of
India, several State Governments,
local partners and communities to
help in effective conservation of
tigers, their co-predators, prey and
habitat, in India. 

Tiger research and monitoring
The WCS-India, CWS and its
partners (together, the WCS India
Program) manage the world's
longest-running tiger monitoring

project. Launched in 1990, the
project maintains a database of over
800 individual tigers and 1000
individual leopards in the Malenad
landscape of Karnataka. The project
is being expanded to include other
parts of the country, helping
monitor tiger and prey populations,
in several states. 

Monitoring tiger and wild prey in
Western Ghats Landscape
During January-June 2015, CWS
continued its long-term research for

obtaining population density
estimates of tigers and other large
carnivores as well as their principal
prey species.

Camera trap surveys were
completed during this period in the
core sites (Nagarahole, Bandipur,
BRT and Bhadra) of Karnataka as
well as in Wayanad (adjacent to
Nagarahole and Bandipur) in Kerala
covering over 4000 sq km of prime
tiger habitat in this landscape. Line
transect surveys were conducted in
Bhadra Tiger Reserve in Karnataka
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and in Wayanad in Kerala. 
Altogether, a total sampling

effort of 25353 trap-nights over
580 trap stations in camera trap
surveys and a total walk effort of
nearly 1700 km over 528 transects
in line transect surveys were
invested to monitor tiger and prey
populations. 

State-wide tiger occupancy
survey was also completed during
this period covering nearly 40,000
sq km of tiger landscape in
Karnataka.

Monitoring tiger and wild prey in
the Eastern Ghats Landscape
Camera trap surveys were
conducted in Nagarjunasagar
Srisailam Tiger Reserve and Gundla
Brahmeswaram Wildlife Sanctuary
in collaboration with the Andhra
Pradesh Forest Department and
local NGO partner HyTiCoS,
covering an area of about 2200 sq
km. The survey efforts included
16698 trap-nights over 377
locations. Line transect surveys to
estimate prey densities were
conducted in Kawal Tiger Reserve
in Telangana. Sampling efforts
included around 600 km of walk-
efforts along 177 line transects. 

WCS India Program team also
supported Telangana state forest
department to continuously
monitor the movement of tigers in
the Kawal-Tadoba corridor through
camera trapping and field surveys.
Camera traps were placed in around

40 locations, based on information
gathered through crowd-sourcing,
of sightings by local people. A total
of five individual tigers (including
four during the first half of 2015)
have been recorded. 

Identification of tigers using
photo-database
The photo-database of tigers and
leopards maintained by WCS-India
and CWS helps identify individual
tigers involved in conflict besides
documenting their dispersal and
mortality events. During this
period, WCS team documented
three cases involving removal of
tigers from their habitat and ten
cases of mortalities.

Of the ten tiger mortalities
reported during this period, six
were due to natural causes, one
poisoning and three unknown
causes. 

Conservation interventions
Support to law enforcement
agencies 
The WCS India Program team
continued to provide assistance -
gathering and sharing intelligence,
and helping uncover illegal activities
- to Forest Department authorities
of different states to prevent wildlife
crime. This led to a number of
seizures of wildlife parts, and arrest
of offenders by authorities in
protected areas in Karnataka, Tamil
Nadu, Kerala and Andhra Pradesh.
The cases included illegal extraction

of forest resources such as timber
and sand, illegal possession of arms,
illegal tourism activities, as well as
seizures of wide range of wildlife
parts and live animals. 

Facilitating voluntary resettlement 
The WCS India Program team
continued to assist Forest
Departments of Karnataka, Kerala,
Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh and
Telangana in their respective
voluntary resettlement projects.
Support was provided to more than
500 families from various protected
areas including Dandeli-Anshi,
Kudremukh, Wayanad, Nagarahole,
Mudumalai and Kawal. The team
also motivated more than 630
families to opt government
sponsored resettlement schemes. 

Post-resettlement support

The WCS team also assisted
hundreds of resettled households in
all these states to settle in their new
homes outside forests, by providing
crucial handholding support to
avail various social welfare schemes
offered by the government. 

Workshops on human-wildlife
conflict mitigation 
Workshops were organized for
media and frontline Forest
Department staff on human-
wildlife conflicts and reporting in
Tamil Nadu, Himachal Pradesh and
West Bengal, in collaboration with
relevant stakeholders including the
respective State Forest Departments.
The workshops sensitized more
than 200 journalists and Forest
Department staff on the complex
nature of human-wildlife
interactions, and on their role in
helping prevent losses to both
people and animals by spreading
correct awareness. 
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Capacity building of frontline staff 
Training workshops on wildlife
monitoring was carried out for
Forest Department staff of Kawal
and Nagarjunasagar-Srisailam TRs.
A total of 240 frontline staff were
trained. 

Additionally, 50 Forest
Department officials from Andhra
Pradesh and Telangana were taken
on an exposure visit to Tadoba-
Andhari TR in Maharashtra and
interactions were facilitated. 

Updates on scientific publications
Survey identifies public view on
priority issues for nature
conservation
Wildlife conservation needs
participation of wider public as
stakeholders. A recent survey of
Indian citizens has produced a list
of priority issues to focus resources
and efforts to save India's natural
heritage.

The study called upon the
public to list out ten questions in
their opinion to be addressed on
priority to save wildlife and forests.

"Our study attempted to
identify what general citizens
perceive as important issues that
need to be addressed for effective
nature conservation. Issues that the
public perceive as significant are
likely to receive their support for
implementation, which is crucial,"
said Dr. Krithi K. Karanth of
Wildlife Conservation Society India
Program, a co-author to the
collaborative study.

Over 3000 questions were
received from around 572
respondents. The authors examined
and sorted these into a list of 152
priority questions, classified under
17 broad thematic classes. The top
three thematic classes with most
questions were Policy and
Governance, Biodiversity and
Endangered Species, and
Conservation and Protection.

Thinking beyond corridors: New
perspectives for better wildlife
conservation
Providing fresh perspectives to the

contemporary concept of
connectivity, or corridors, between
forests to save tigers and other
wildlife, researchers now stress on
broadening our understanding of
'connectivity' to address
conservation challenges more
effectively.

The new view will help develop
innovative connectivity strategies, as
it advocates thinking beyond the
typically-used thread-like 'wildlife
corridors' for allowing animal
movement. It suggests learning
from the animals themselves to
identify potential dispersal routes. It
also suggests increasing our
conservation toolkit to include
appropriate new interventions,
rather than limiting ourselves to
just existing forested corridors.

A latest joint research paper by
researchers of the Wildlife
Conservation Society - India
Program, University of Florida,
Wildlife Trust of India and Yale
University, bares inadequacies in
current approaches to identifying
potential movement routes for
animals in a landscape. Methods
have been developed for modelling
animal dispersal, focussed on
identifying where animals move.
The authors argue that the basis of
these models should be data on
animal movement, or dispersal;
surprising as it may seem, this, in
practice, is often neglected.

By neglecting the very
foundation for connectivity -
animal movement - these models

unwittingly divert greater
conservation focus to a small
fraction of potential connections for
animal movement.

"Animals do not exclusively seek
and use corridors demarcated by
humans to move across landscapes.
In reality, we know that tigers,
elephants and other animals use
fields, plantations and other
human-modified lands for
movement in addition to corridors.
What we need is to better
understand what allows animals to
move and what hinders them -
conservation strategies that emerge
from this understanding will be
more effective and more
sustaining," explained Dr. Divya
Vasudev, Senior Research Fellow
with the WCS - India Program, the
lead author of the paper.

"Animals often explore and use
routes where they perceive least
threats or constraints to their
movement. These areas may or may
not fall within designated wildlife
corridors. If we do not factor
movement outside of wildlife
corridors into our conservation
efforts, then theoretically, we are
creating a 'conservation bottle-neck'
by limiting options available for the
very animals we are working to
save," Dr. Vasudev added.

The research paper titled 'From
dispersal constraints to landscape
connectivity: lessons from species
distribution modelling' was
published in the international peer-
reviewed journal Ecography. The
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authors Dr. Vasudev, Dr. Robert J.
Fletcher, Dr. Varun Goswami and
Ms. Meghana Krishnadas address
gaps in current connectivity
conservation, using existing
scientific knowledge, tools and
approaches.

"We look at animal distribution
and ask: why are the animals where
they are? More often than not, their
occurrence coincides with areas of
minimal threat or resource
constraint. We apply the same basic
concept to identify which areas are
most amenable to animal
movement between forests," added
Dr. Goswami, also at the Wildlife
Conservation Society - India
Program. Dr. Goswami works
towards conservation of the Asian

elephant, a species that is often
found moving through human-
modified lands to get from one
forest to another. These dispersing
elephants face multiple risks; they
may end up in conflict with
humans, which causes losses for
humans and wildlife, and are
sometimes killed in train tracks, to
cite just two examples. The authors
propose focusing on these multiple
processes that can hinder
movement.

The new approach advocated by
this research will have significant
implications in future conservation
planning and interventions. Apart
from identification of potential
animal dispersal routes, it will reveal
threats and risks along each route

for dispersing animals, as well as for
people -from human-wildlife
conflict- and helps plan
interventions accordingly.

Advising caution that this by no
means undermines the significance
of forests as wildlife habitats and
corridors, Dr. Vasudev adds, "What
we are looking at is the future.
Animals will continue to move
through plantations and fields.
Accepting this will be the first step
towards planning initiatives that
minimise losses to people, even
while animals are given passage.
This is a crucial move towards
achieving peaceful co-existence
between people and animals in the
long run."

IFAW-WTI Welcomes the Rise in
Tiger Numbers Across the
Country

New Delhi, January 22, 2015: This
year couldn't have a better start.
Soon after Prakash Javadekar,
Minister for Environment, Forests
& Climate Change, on January
20,2015 announced that tiger
numbers have seen a jump of 30
per cent in the past four years,
conservationists across the country
began rejoicing. The latest study on
tiger population put the number at
2226as compared to 1706 in 2010
and even experts who were part of
the study were pleasantly surprised
with these numbers.

Though International Fund for
Animal Welfare (IFAW)-Wildlife
Trust of India (WTI) has not been
directly involved in the tiger
estimation survey, but the rise in
tiger numbers is certainly worth
celebrating. IFAW-WTI has been
actively involved in many tiger
reserves across the country and
trying to minimise wildlife crime by
strengthening the capabilities of

wildlife protectors, while also
looking after their welfare. In
Central India, IFAW-WTI has been
actively involved in many tiger
reserves across the country and
trying to minimise wildlife crime by
strengthening the capabilities of
wildlife protectors, while also
looking after their welfare. In
Central India, IFAW-WTI has been
working towards strengthening the
corridors that act as an important
conduit for the tigers of the area. 

The estimated tiger numbers in
the states where IFAW-WTI is
working are as following;
Chhattisgarh (46), Madhya Pradesh
(308), Maharashtra (190), Assam
(190), Karnataka (406), Kerala
(136) and Bihar (28). Overall,
IFAW-WTI has had anti-poaching
training programmes in more than
13 tiger reserves. Apart from these
training programmes, anti-snare
walks are being conducted in
Bandipur TR in Karnataka and
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efforts were put for strengthening
the corridors between Nagzira-
Nawegaon TR in Maharashtra. 

"It is a proud moment for all
conservationists working towards
protecting the tiger and its habitat.
IFAW-WTI has been consistently
working in tiger reserves
throughout the country to ensure
that our frontline forest staff is
geared for the threats that poaching
poses. We are also ensuring that
corridors are secured for free
movement of tigers between
different habitats. Our efforts in
protecting this magnificent species
are certainly translating into success
at ground zero," said Vivek Menon,
Regional Head - South Asia for
IFAW.

In 2001, IFAW-WTI initiated
the Van Rakshak Programme
(VRP), also known as 'Guardians of
the Wild' project, to minimise
wildlife crime by strengthening the
capabilities of wildlife protectors
throughout the country, while also
looking after their welfare. VRP
follows a multi-pronged strategy
with four thrust areas, abbreviated
as TEAM: Training, Equipping,
Awareness and Morale Boosting, to
broadly facilitate capacity building
and strengthen spirits of personnel
in difficult field circumstances.

Till date, over 9320 personnel
have been trained on 'wildlife crime
prevention' while 9195 have been
equipped with field gear. The
project has also provided free

insurance cover to 20,000 frontline
staff in the country. Victims of
accident or death on duty and their
families receive up to Rs 1,00,000
under this unique scheme.

Aircel-WTI Donates 45 Solar
Lanterns to Bandipur Tiger
Reserve
Bandipur, February 6, 2015:
Wildlife Trust of India (WTI) in
partnership with Aircel distributed
45 D-Light Solar Lanterns to be
used at anti-poaching camps at
Bandipur Tiger Reserve in
Karnataka. The solar lights were
handed over were handed over to
Mr HC Kantharaju, Director,
Bandipur Tiger Reserve, in presence
of Mr AT Povaiah, Assistant
Conservator Forests, Gundlupet;
Mr Maradimani, ACF, Bandipur;
and Ravi Shankar, ACF, Hediyala.
These solar lanterns were handed
over by Nagaraj Bhat, Field Officer,
Enforcement Assistance & Law,
WTI, in presence of all 13 Rangers.
Later in the day, solar lanterns were
also distributed to all 12 ranges

Anti- poaching Camps. Mr
Kantharaju thanked WTI and
Aircel for equipping the forest staff
with solar lanterns.

He said, "These solar lanterns
would be of great help in dealing
with poachers and poaching
activities deep inside the reserve.
We at Bandipur Tiger Reserve are
thankful to WTI and Aircel for
supplying 45 solar lanterns for the
anti-poaching camps at Bandipur
Tiger Reserve. Please receive out
heart full thanks and gratitude."
The solar lanterns were provided by
Aircel.

"WTI has been working in
Karnataka since 2009 primarily on
wildlife trade control and has seen a
multi-pronged approach which
includes community meetings, anti-
snare walks, monitoring cattle kills
in order to curb secondary
poisoning of tigers and surrender
and declaration of guns. The anti-
snare walks in Bandipur and
Nagharhole National Parks have
been instrumental in removal of
more than 600 snares laid by local
poachers along the periphery of the
park," said Jose Louies, Regional
Head, WTI.

In South India, Aircel has
supported WTI in anti-poaching
drives and awareness campaigns in
Meghamalai Wildlife Sanctuary,
Tamil Nadu, including anti-snare
walks as well. In Sathyamanagalm
Tiger Reserve - Tamil Nadu, Aircel
helped in equipping 278 forest
department staff with anti-
poaching kits and aided in
refurbishing two Rapid Response
Unit vehicles in Cauvery Wildlife
Sanctuary.
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Tigress resting in a pool in Nagzira. 

One of the solar lanterns distributed to
the Forest Department. 

Solar lantern being handed over to HC
Kantharaju, Director, Bandipur Tiger
Reserve.



Tiger Research and Conservation
Trust (TRACT) has been working
in the Tadoba Andhari Tiger
Reserve landscape, Pench Tiger
Reserve and the Nawegaon
Nagzhira Tiger Reserve area with
the prime objective of protection of
wildlife and the forests and
mitigation of human - large
carnivore conflict.

Through the year, TRACT has
extended support to the Forest
Department in a number of conflict
cases and rescue episodes in the
Tadoba landscape. 

1. HUMAN - LARGE
CARNIVORE CONFLICT
MITIGATION: In the peripheral
forested landscape of Tadoba
Andhari Tiger Reserve in
Chandrapur District, Maharashtra
State, India.

500 local leaders for conflict
mitigation in 71 conflict affected
villages - 2007 saw a rise in the
human - tiger conflict in the TATR
landscape, resulting in fatalities and
injuries to people. The Corridor
Conservation Program (2008-
2012) in collaboration with the
State Forest Department was
initiated, where TRACT has trained
more than 400 field personnel of
the Territorial Division in
monitoring large carnivores,
understanding reasons for conflict
and mitigating measures to
minimize attacks on people.

In continuation to this effort,
TRACT has commenced a project
to Mitigate Human-Tiger/Leopard
conflict through education of local
communities, creating leadership
and with participation of locals in
this mitigation.

Team of 7 individuals from local
communities were made in 71
conflict affected villages, 50 of
which are in the buffer zone of
Tadoba Andhari Tiger Reserve and
the rest are in the north eastern
forested corridors of Brahmapuri
division . 

The team members of this
Sangharsh-Suraksha Samiti's
(Conflict-Protection committees)
were selected for their leadership
qualities, willingness to participate
in conservation, to take the
responsibility of creating awareness
among their community and to
work for the conflict mitigation in
their areas. 

Objectives of this program are:
1. Creating awareness about

mitigating people-large
carnivore conflict, within the
communities through educative
workshops. 

2. Creating leadership with the
communities to manage
conflict. 

3. Creating an Early warning
System to alert the community
about threats. 

4. Creating a first line of Defence
in a conflict situation to ensure
safety to people and the wild
animal. 

5. From a network of trainers to
assist the governance in the
landscape 

HAND BOOK / MANUAL for
Conflict Mitigation- TRACT has
created a handbook for these teams
in the local Language with
illustrations and basic information

about the conflict situations that
can arise involving them or in their
village precincts, precautions and
the basic protocol to be followed by
them, code of conduct to ensure
safety to individuals near forests or
their community as a whole and a
list of required contact numbers of
concerned forest personnel.

Nawegaon Nagzhira Tiger Reserve
- CREATING AWARENESS
AMONG THE LOCAL
COMMUNITIES ABOUT
CONFLICT MITIGATION:
Satpuda Landscape Tiger
Programme The Nagzhira
landscape has seen a rise in the cases
of attacks on people by sloth bears.
Presence of leopards near human
dwellings is high, but no conflict
has been reported between people
and leopards. But this area has high
crop damage incidences in the
marginal farms due to wild boar
and ungulates.

TRACT has created teams
called Tiger Ambassadors in 25
villages in the Nagzhira periphery.
Each team with 8 local youth
sensitized about human-sloth bear
conflict and its mitigating measures
have been working along with the
TRACT team to create awareness in
these villages to ensure reduction in
attacks.
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FACILITATING VOLUNTARY
REHABILITATION - A win-win
solution. TRACT has been working
towards facilitating the process of
rehabilitation of villagers from
within the Reserve. TRACT has
been providing assistance to the
locals and the authorities in
expediting and ensuring a smooth
process. We have also continued a
hand holding with the rehabilitated

families, ensuring basic facilities. 
TRACT is also working towards

facilitation of rehabilitation in
Pench Tiger Reserve and Umrer
Karandhla by educating the families
about the package and a hand
holding with the formalities and
documentation. 

SCHOLARSHIP FOR
STUDENTS TRACT is

supporting 20 deserving students
from the villages of the Buffer zone
of Tadoba Andhari Tiger Reserve
for vocational education in the
Industrial Training Institute (ITI)
with an annual scholarship of Rs.
25000 for supporting their expenses
beyond the tuition fee. 

TRACT has also assisted in the
admission online procedure for
these students.
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TIGER MORTALITY IN INDIA -  JULY TO DECEBER 2014
State

Karnataka

Karnataka

Tamil Nadu

Karnataka

Karnataka

Kerala

Tamil Nadu

Karnataka

Karnataka

Tamil Nadu

Madhya Pradesh

Uttarakhand

Karnataka

Madhya Pradesh

Karnataka

Rajasthan

West Bengal

Madhya Pradesh

Maharashtra

Kerala

Tamil Nadu

Uttar Pradesh

Maharashtra

Madhya Pradesh

Maharashtra

Madhya Pradesh

Kerala

Kerala

Uttarakhand

Madhya Pradesh

Karnataka

Maharashtra

Tamil Nadu

Maharashtra

Location

Biligiri Ranganathaswamy Temple

Bagur, Gundre, Bandipur

Talamalai, Talamalai, Sathyamangalam

Nagarahole

Nagarahole

Thekkady, Periyar

Avarallah, Masinagudi, Mudumalai, Palthattypatty

Kundagere, Bandipur

K Gudi, BRT

Gudalur Forest Division, Mudumalai

Ladua, Suphkhar, Kanha, 309

Comptt no 2, Khatima Range Terai East Division,
Corbett

Nugu WLS, Bandipur

North Shahdol Division

Bandipur Range, Bandipur, Bolgudda Road

Ranthambhore, Kundal area

Sundarbans

Bandhavgarh Tiger Reserve

Compt 572 Daulakheda Beat Jalgaon

Thekkady, Periyar

Thorappalli, Kargudi, Mudumalai, 4

Pilibhit

Comptt no 476 FDCM Junona Range, North Chanda

Mukki, Kanha, 24

Chandrapur, Talodhi Range, Brahmapuri Divn,
Tadoba Andhari

Budri, Ratapani WLS

Uppupara Sannidhanam Station, Pampa, Periyar

Uppupara Sannidhanam Station, Pampa Range,
Periyar

Barasot Dhara Block, Kalagarh, Corbett, 8

Dhamokar, Bandhavgarh

Doddakere, Kundakere, Bandipur

Palasgaon (Buffer), Tadoba Andhari

Nambikoil, Thirukugurngudi, Kalakkad Mundunthurai

Comp 168 Karghata beat Sindewahi Range,
Chandrapur, Chanda, Tadoba Andhari

Date

6 Jan 2015

8 Jan 2015

10 Jan 2015

15 Jan 2015

15 Jan 2015

16 Jan 2015

21 Jan 2015

24 Jan 2015

30 Jan 2015

18 Feb 2015

19 Feb 2015

25 Feb 2015

2 Mar 2015

3 Mar 2015

6 Mar 2015

9 Mar 2015

18 Mar 2015

29 Mar 2015

1 Apr 2015

4 Apr 2015

15 Apr 2015

23 Apr 2015

23 Apr 2015

4 May 2015

11 May 2015

21 May 2015

22 May 2015

22 May 2015

26 May 2015

4 Jun 2015

21 Jun 2015

23 Jun 2015

26 Jun 2015

29 Jun 2015

S.NO.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

Tiger 300 gms bone and 17 kg flesh, Tiger Skins
Tiger 2 canines, 4.5 kg bones, Tiger Skins

Tiger 8 Nos. Claws

Uttar Pradesh
Uttar Pradesh
Orissa
Tamil Nadu

Pilibhit
Pilibhit
Similipal
Forest Department team in Geddesal range,
Hasanur Division

24 Jan 2015
24 Jan 2015
25 Mar 2015
4 May 2015

1
2
3
4

S.NO. DATE LOCATION STATE CAUSE OF DEATH / SEIZURE INFO
TIGER PARTS SEIZURE IN INDIA -  JANUARY TO JUNE 2015

Cause of Death / Seizure Info

Shot By Authorities in human tiger conflict situation

In Fighting
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OOff  tthhee  GGTTFF

1. International Field Experience programme
As a part of the International MoU with Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University (V-Tech) of
USA, an International Field Experience (IFE)
programme was jointly organized by Global Tiger
Forum and V-Tech under the project Conduct a cross-
sector assessment of sustainable livelihood programs in
the western Terai-Arc Tiger Conservation Landscape
(Rajaji-Corbett), Uttarakhand, India between 4th
January and 14th January 2015. The purpose of the
IFE was to investigate the challenges and opportunities
in bridging multiple sustainable development
components into one common agenda. Eight students
from the said University, participated in this
programme and learnt various conservation activities
persuaded by different government agencies, non
government organizations, Research Institutes safeguard
tiger, its prey and their habitat in a human dominated
landscape. 

The current Secretary General of the GTF, Dr
Rajesh Gopal, has been instrumental in the paradigm
shift in tiger conservation in India during his tenure as
Director Project Tiger and subsequently as Member
Secretary NTCA. He shared his vast experience on tiger
conservation with the student. The Assistant Secretary

General of GTF, Mr S.P. Yadav, described the historical
and current scenario on tiger conservation in India with
a special focus on its conservation importance to
maintain the cultural heritage of India. They also
interacted with the Field Director and Deputy Director
of Corbett Tiger Reserve, Director of Rajaji National
Park, Divisional Forest Officer of Narendranagar
Division, representatives of Nagar Palika Nigam
Rishikesh, representatives from National NGO's viz
Wildlife Trust of India, Wildlife SOS, World Wildlife
Fund-India and Waste Warriors (Rishikesh,
Uttarakhand) and learnt issues related to community
participation in tiger conservation, sustainable livelihood
programmes, smart green infrastructure in corridors,
solid waste management, impact of urbanization in a
tiger landscape, activities related to human wildlife
conflict mitigation, wildlife habitat management and
ecosystem services. They got an overview from the
Director, Dean and Faculties of Wildlife Institute of
India (WII) and Director General of Indian Council for
Forestry Research and Education (ICFRE) and Dean,
Forest Research Institute (FRI) on the various
conservation initiatives undertaken by these premier
institutes on sustainable livelihood management in India
with a special focus to Rajaji-Corbett landscape.
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2. Indo-Russian Tiger Watch programme-2014-15
The programme which was jointly initiated by
International Fund for Animal Welfare (IFAW) and its
regional partner Wildlife Trust of India (WTI) with the
Global Tiger Forum (GTF) in 2005 to motivate the
frontline Wildlife Inspectors of the Russian Federation,
for whom viewing a wild tiger is difficult due to harsh
climatic conditions. This year's orientation programme
was spread over 10 days (from 1st March to 10th
March, 2015), and two Inspectors from the Russian
Federation, Mr Ivan Khobotnev and Mr Sergei
Roslovetc participated in the programme. As part of the
programme, they were exposed to field experience on
tiger conservation, coupled with in-house interactions
with many Indian experts and managers involved in
tiger conservation. A Wildlife Monitoring Protocol in
Russian language was prepared and provided to the
Russian Inspectors before they were taken to the field.

Field Exposure
At National Zoological Park 
The participants visited the National Zoological Park,
Delhi and got a first-hand experience of one of the
important ex-situ conservation centre in India. 

They could view several endangered animal species
in captivity, viz, Bengal tiger (both golden yellow and
white), leopard, lion, jaguar, jackal, jungle cat, sloth
beer, Asiatic black beer, various deer species as chital,
sambar, swamp deer, Manipur brow antlered deer and
antelopes as nilgai, four horned antelope, chinkara,

water birds, primates, giraffe, one horned rhino,
crocodiles and gharial. 

At Panna Tiger Reserve, Madhya Pradesh
To have a firsthand field exposure in tiger conservation
in India and to facilitate exchange of views, experience
and information at the ground level, the Russian team
was taken to the Panna Tiger Reserve (Panna TR) in
Madhya Pradesh, India. The said tiger reserve was
selected for conducting the field orientation programme
in view of its successful tiger reintroduction track
record. 

The Field Director (FD) of Panna TR, Mr.
Rangaiah Sreenivasa Murthy briefed the participants on
tiger re-introduction initiatives.

The importance of natal site, age of tiger selected
for reintroduction and due care to avoid disruption of
their social dynamics in vogne was emphasized. The
importance of maintaining the sex ratios of tiger
population, vis a vis the offspring was also explained. 

Through this training cum capacity-building
programme, the Russian team learnt different aspects
relating to tiger re-introduction in Panna. The
orientation at Panna TR began with the formal
interaction with all forest officials of the reserve and a
welcome note by the Field Director. This was followed
by a brief introduction to tiger reintroduction
programme interalia achievements, covering of tiger
day-to-day monitoring, vis a vis, the re-wilding and
successful recruitment of offspring.
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Nature Interpretation Centre
An overview of Panna was provided to the Russian team
at the Nature Interpretation Centre, Karnawati. This
was developed to orient people on various aspects of
natural heritage of the reserve. Acquaintance with the
natural heritage of Panna TR

The Russian delegates were enthralled to see the
rich wildlife in the reserve. The sighting included an
adult male tiger, four horned antelope (Tetracerus
quadricornis), jackal (Canis aureus), pea fowl (Pavo
cristatus), wild pig (Sus scrofa), chital (Axis axis),
sambar (Rusa unicolor), nilgai (Boselaphus
tragocamelus), Chinkara (Gazella bennettii), three
species of vultures (Red headed Sarcogyps calvus, long
billed Gyps indicus and white-rumped Gyps
bengalensis), mugger crocodile (Crocodylus palustris),
common langur (Semnopithecus entellus) and Rhesus
macaque (Macaca mulatta). 

Among the floral diversity, the participants observed
various plateaus covered with Acacia forest, Teak mixed
forest, Zyziphus forest and scrublands.

They also visited the three types of Plateau found in
Panna and got an idea about the wireless
communication based monitoring system operated from
different plateaus. The participants got an opportunity
to view the ancient rock paintings at Hatidoh and
vultures nest at Dhundua cliff. 

Habitat Management
As a part of making the habitat inviolate for tigers, the
Tiger Reserve management has done voluntary
relocation of villages from the core/critical habitat, with
due compensation and settlement of rights. The
Russian delegates were taken to the Pipaltola vacated
village site, where they observed a herd of Chital and
wild pig feeding in the meadow. They also visited the
similar Talagaon village site, which has recovered within
a year, with various palatable grass species growing
profusely. They were also briefed about weed
eradication, as part of habitat management, focusing
removal of species like, Lantana, Cassia tora,
Parthenium, etc. 

Rescue, rehabilitation and animal health monitoring
The officials from Panna tiger monitoring team

demonstrated use of various equipment/tools used for
rescuing wild animals at Bargari. Field Director, Mr
R.S. Murthy and former Additional Director Mr
Tamrakar demonstrated the process of handling wild
animal during rescue operations. Various modern
equipments, used for rescue and rehabilitation, were
also demonstrated. They also visited the enclosure, used
for soft release of tiger before re-introducing them into
the wild. 

At the Hinnauta Elephant Camp, the visiting
Inspectors were briefed about the house keeping of
departmental elephants. 

Protection strategy and anti-poaching patrolling at the
reintroduction site
The forest department has created a strong and
motivated patrolling team with modern communication
equipment. This team headed at Panna TR has been
engaged in protection of the Reserve on 24X7 basis.
The Russian inspectors visited the watch towers at
several plateaus while getting introduced to the fire
management practices. 

Monitoring of tigers using modern and conventional
method
Along with Dr Aniruddha Majumder (Technical
Officer, GTF), FD, Panna and his team demonstrated
on of various modern monitoring tools and
technologies involving radio-telemetry and camera traps
to the participants. The letter were also reported to the
monitoring of tiger pugmarks from Pressure Impression
Pad (PIPs), which have a unique number to facilitate
regular check by the patrolling staff. The participants
also learnt about aging and sexing of tigers from their
pug impressions. 

Orientation through audio-visual system
Various management activities, rescue operations, reintro-
duction programme and monitoring techniques were also
demonstrated using audio-visual systems at Bargari. 



Overall discussion 
The idea behind this programme was to facilitate
exchange of views and information, while sharing
experiences at the ground level. Currently, tiger
conservation is a priority in Russia, with a focus on
rebuilding the species population in low density tiger
landscapes. Thus, the field visit to Panna which faced
similar challenges in the past would be beneficial for the
participants. 

They also had a firsthand experience of various tools,
techniques and technologies used to monitor tiger and
its prey while familiarizing themselves with conservation
strategies adopted in India. To understand the efficacy of
this training cum-capacity building programme, both
pre and post evaluation tests were conducted.
Participants were given a set of questions and was better
in post evaluation response was certainly better. 

The participants also got a taste of the cultural
heritage of India on their visit to famous Temples of
Khajuraho, Tajmahal, Agra Fort and Qutub Minar.

To sum up, the programme ended on a positive note
with both officers expressing great satisfaction in
observing Bengal tiger in the wild in Panna TR besides
being exposed to Reserves modern monitoring
techniques. The programme was adequately highlighted
by various electronic and print media. In a formal
interaction with Dr Jagdish Kishwan, Chief Policy
Advisor, WTI, the participants remarked that, "The
experiences and knowledge they gained through the
field exposure and in-house interactions with managers
will be communicated to their officers in Russia, and
will, as far as possible, be also used in the field". 

3. The Global Tiger Forum co-hosted an International
Symposium: Towards Zero Poaching on February 2-
6, 2015 at Kathamndu, Nepal.

4. The GTF mission comprising of Dr Rajesh 
Gopal, Secretary General, Mr S.P.Yadav, Asst.
Secretary General and an expert from the 
Indian Institute of Forest Management, visited
Myanmar on 28 to 30 May, 2015 and had a useful
interaction with Mr Zaw Min , Deputy Director
General , Forest Department , Mr Win Naing
Thaw, Director -Nature and Wildlife Conservation
Division and their team at Nay Pyi Taw. A 
proposal from the GTF for 'Regional Capacity
Building in landscape Valuation in Myanmar' was
discussed and finalized for further processing to
obtain funding support. The said project would
result in landscape baselines for economic valuation
of ecosystem services in selected tiger conservation
landscapes in Myanmar using WAVES and other
applicable methodologies, with capacity building of
staff, mapping of important ecosystem services,
besides developing guidance manuals on best
practices with a set of customizable training
modules (including e-courses) in landscape
economic evaluation.

5. The GTF mission comprising of the Secretary
General and Asst. Secretary General visited Cambodia
on 31 May to 2 June, 2015 and had discussions with
Dr Omaliss Keo, Director , Department of Wildlife and
Biodiversity and Mr Mashpal of the said department on
a project proposal for 'Regional Capacity Building in
Landscape Restoration' . Mr Thomas Gray from the
WWF country office also participated in the discussion.
The mission also interacted with Mr Seng Teak (WWF
country office) and Ms Suwanna Gauntlett (Wildlife
Alliance). There was agreement on the said proposal,
which would benefit implantation of the Cambodian
Tiger Action Plan.
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CCUURRRREENNTT  MMEEMMBBEERRSS  OOFF  TTHHEE  GGLLOOBBAALL  TTIIGGEERR  FFOORRUUMM
Category A: Tiger Range Countries.
1. India 2. Bangladesh 3. Cambodia 4. Nepal 5. Bhutan
6. Myanmar 7. Vietnam

Category B: Non Tiger Range Countries.
1. United Kingdom

Category C: International Non Government
Organisation.
1. International Fund for Animal Welfare
2. TRAFFIC International
3. WWF International

Category D: Honorary Individuals.
1. Mr Keshav Varma 2. Mr Anand Seth

Category E: National Non Government Organisation
1. Ranthambhore Foundation, India
2. Tiger Research and Conservation Trust — India
3. Wildlife Protection Society of India
4. Wildlife Trust of India
5. Corbett Foundation, India
6. National Trust for Nature Conservation — Nepal
7. Wildlife Conservation Nepal, Nepal
8. Centre for Wildlife Studies, India
9. Wildlife Conservation Society — India Programme
10. Wildlife Conservation Trust
11. Bagh Foundation
Category F: Associate Members
1. The US Fish and Wildlife Service
Special invitee status 1. IUCN



GLOBAL TIGER FORUM IS AN
INTER-GOVERNMENTAL INTERNATIONAL BODY 

FOR THE CONSERVATION OF 
TIGERS IN THE WILD


